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1. Rees matrix semigroups over the trivial group 
with zero 

We shall consider Rees matrix semigroups M0 ((e);I+,r+;P) 
over the trivial group with zero (e,O) and sandwich 
matrices P [1, p. 88] . 

1.1 Idempotent semigroups 
Let r+ be the set of all positive integers. 
Consider Rees matrix semigroups rri0 ((e);r+,r+;P) over the 
trivial group with zero (e, 0) and sandwich matrices P. 

Lemma 1.1. The Rees matrix semigroup Iw'i0 ((e) ;I+ ,I+;P) 
is an idempotent semigroup if and only if P contains no 
zero entry. 
Proof. Assume that r,1°((e);I+,r 1-;P) is an idempotent 
semigroup. Then every element (e;i,u) of MO((e);I+,I1P) 
is an idempotent by definition of an idempotent semi-
group. Thus we must have (e;i,u)o(e;i,u):(ePuie;i,u): 
(e;i,u), from which we get Pui=e~O for every i,u:1,2, .•• 
Therefore the sandwich matrix P contains no zero entry. 
Conversely, if P contains no zero entry, then every 
element (e;i,u)EM 0 ((e);I+,r+;P) is clearly an idempotent. 
Thus H0 ((e);I+,I+;P) is an idempotent semigroup if P 
contains no zero entry. 

Lemma 1.2. The number of nonzero idempotent elements 
of a Rees matrix semigroup MO((e);I+,r+;P) is equal to 
the number of nonzero entries of the sandwich matrix P. 
P Proof. (e;i,u) is idempotent if and only if Puifo, 
where Pui is an entry of P. 

Lem~a 1.3. There are no inverse idempotent semigroups 
of the type :MO((e);r+,r+;P). 

Hence there are no Brandt idempotent semigroups of 
the form MO((e);r+,r+;P). 
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Proof. If there is an inverse idempotent semigroup S= 
I(O((e);r+,r+;P) then, by Lemma 1.1, P contains no zero 
entry. Consider (e;i,i~l)o(e;i,i)=(epi+lie;i,i): 
(e;i,i) and (e;i,i)o(e;i,i+l):(epiie;i,i+l):(e;i,i+l). 
This shows that idempotents of M0 ((e);I+,r+;P) are not 
commutative. Therefore, it is not an inverse semigroup. 

Definition 1.1. (i) Let A:(aij) be a nxm matrix over 
a group G with zero. A matrix B:(buv) is a submatri:x 
of A if and only if Bis made from A by removing a number 
of rovs or a number of columns of A. 

(ii) A matrix Cover a group G with zero is 
regular if and only if each row and each column of C 
contains a nonzero entry. 

(iii) A permutation matrix Q is a square matrix 
which in each row and in each column has some one entry 
e and all other entries zero. 

Lemma 1.4. Let S:MO((e);r+,r+;P) be a Rees matrix 
semigroup over the one element group (e) with zero with 
a sandwich matrix P. 

(i) Every elemen~ a of the semigroup is either 
an idempotent element or a nilpotent element. 

(ii) Two nonzero idempotents (e;i,u) and (e;j,v) 
commute if and only if Puj=Pvi=O· 

(iii) S contains a proper inverse idempotent 
subsemigroup E if and only if P has a proper permu-
tation submatrix Q of P. 

Proof. (i) Let a.(e;i,j). Then aa:(e;i,u)o(e;i,u) 
= [(e;i,u):a if Pui;cO, 

Lo ot.herwis e. 
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(ii) Let us assume that Puj=Pvi=O· Then we 
have the following: 

(e;i,u)o(e;j,v):(ePuje;i,v)=(eOe;i,v):(O)iv=O, 
(e;j,v)o(e;i,u):(epvie;j,u):(eOe;j,u):(O)ju=O. 

Thus two idempotents (e;i,u) and (e;j,v) commute. 
Conversely, if one of two entries Puj,Pvi of Pis 

not zero, say PujfO, then (e;i,u)o(e;j,v):(ePuje;i,v)= 
(e;i,v) and (e;j,v)o(e;i,u):(ePvie;j,u). The above 
The above shows the necessity of (ii). 

(iii). Let Q:(qji) be a permutation submatrix of 
P. Define a set E:((PjI)ij :for all qvu=Pji10), where 
qvu are entries of Q. Then E0 :EU O is an inverse 
idempotent subsemigroup of S with zero. 

Conversely, suppose that there is no a proper 
permutation submatrix Q of P, and assume that E0 is an 
inverse ide11potent subsemigroup of S with zero. By 
Lemma 1.3, EO~S. By (ii), the product of any two 
idempotents is the zero. If (e)ij belongs to E0 , then 
clearly we have that Pji=e• From this define a set 
Q:(Pji:Pji is an entry of P, (e)ijEE). Let P0 be 
a submatrix of P formed by the set Q of entries of P. 
Then we can show that Q is a permutation matrix, which 
contradicts assumption. 

This completes the proof. 

Remark 1. 
checked [8]. 

The following properties are easily 
(i) Sis rectangular. 
(ii) Sis totally noncommutative. 
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1.2 The fundamental formulae 
We shall give a solution of the unsolved problem 

in Exercise 2 on page 61 of [1] in a special case. 
We shall list the fundamental formulae for Rees 

matrix semigroups over a single element group (e) with 
zero. Let us write the problem here. 

Problem 1. What are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for LR:D in the following exercise. 

"Let R be an r-class and Lan 1-class of a semi-
group S such that R r1 L contains an idempotent. Let D 
be the d-class containing Rand L. Then LR:D. The 
condition that Rn L contains an idempotent is not 
necessary for LR:D." 

For convenience we recall the following notations 
[i, p. 89], for a Rees matrix semigroup S:N°(G;I,/\;P) 
over a group with zero GO and with a sandwich matrix 
P: (Pui) for two given sets I and /\ . Denote the elements 
of S by (a)iv with aEG 0 , for i in I, v in(\. 
Let Ri:((a)iv: aEG; VEA) and R~:R1U O; 

Lv:((a)iv: aE.G; i EI) and ~=LvU O; 
Hiv•Rin Lv=((a)iv: aEG). 

One of the terms in the next definition 1.2, "a semi-
regular matrix" is the generalization of" a regular 
matrix" in Definition 1.1. 

Definition 1.2. (i) A matrix P over a group G 
with zero is called a right(left) semiregular matrix if 
and only if row(column) of P contains a nonzero entry. 

(ii) If A is a set of elements of a groupoid S 
and a is an element of S such that the product ax of a 
by every element x of A is zero, we say that a is a left 
annihilator of the set A. 
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The definition of a right annihilator of a set A is 
analogous Q5 ~ p • 1_5 9_} • 

(iii) A semigroup S with zero is called a zero 
seffiigroup if SS:(O). 

The followinG results are modifications of Lemma 
3. 2 of [1] ~ 

Lemma 1.5. In a Rees matrix semigroup S:M0 ((e);r+, 
r+,P) we have 

(i) (e)iu is a left annihilator of S if and only 
if the uth row of the sandwich matrix P contains no 
nonzero entry. 

(ii) (e)iu is a right annihilator of S if and only 
if the i th column of P contains no- _nonzero entry. 

(iii) (e)iu is a two sided annihilator of S if 
and only if the uth row and the ith column of P contains 
no nonzero entry. 

(iv) Every left(right) ideal Lu(Ri) of S is a ]:(r)-
class if and only if the sandwich matrix Pis left(right) 
semiregular. If Pis left semireeular then L~ is a 0-
minimal left ideal of S. 

(v) Let E(Rf) be the set of all idempotents of Rf, 
then R~ E(R~) is a zero subsemigroup of S. 

Proof. (i) Let (e)iu be a left ahnihilator of S, 
then for every element (e)hk of S we must have 
(e)iuo(e)hk:=0, which shows that Puh=O for every h in I~ 
Thus every entry of the uth row of the sandwich matrix 
Pis zero. The converse is also easy to prove. The 
proofsfor (ii) and (iii) are analogous. 

(iv) Suppose that Pis left semiregular. Then by 
the Definition 1.2, every column of P contains a nonzero 
entry. Let Lj be a left ideal of S for j E r+. Then 
there exist k and h in r+ such that P£ilOrPhu in P and 
(e)u1co(e)ij::i:(e)uj , (e)ihO(e)uj=(e)ij. 
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Therefore L'j is an 1-class of S. 
Conversely, assume that Pis not left semiregular. 

Then there exists at least one column, say the uth 
column, of P which contains no nonzero entry. By (ii) 
there exists (e)uk in S such that So(e)uk-0, which 
shows that a single element (e)uk forms an 1-class for 
every kin 1+. Thus Lk is not an 1-class for every k. 

0 The 0-minimality of Lk when Pis left semiregular is 
evident. 

(v) Let a:(e)ijERf\E(Rf). Since a is not 
idempotent, we must have Pji=O· Then aa:O. If b:(e)ih 
lies in Ri \ E(Ri), then Phi=O and bb:O. From ba:(e) ih 
o(e)ij=(ephie)ij=O:ab, it follows that Rf\ E(Rf) is a 
zero semigroup. 

The next lemma is the partial solution of the 
problem 1. 

Lemma 1.6. In every rebular Rees matrix semigroup 
S:JYL0 ((e) ;I,V;P) we have that LR=D if and only if Rn L 
contains an idempotent, where L,R and Dare l,r and d-
classes of S, respectively. 

Proof. We know that a Rees matrix semigroup Sis 
regular if and only if Pis regular by Lemma 3.1 in [1]. 
By Lemma 1.5-(iv), for an 1-class Land a r-class R, 
there exist i in I and j in V such that L:Lj and R:Ri. 
Suppose that LR:D. From LR:LjRi:D, we have that PjitO. 
Clearly Ri Lj contains an idempotent (e)ij~O. 

Conversely, assume that R~L contains an idempotent. 
It follows from R:Ri and L:Lj that Rin Lj contains an 
idempotent (e)ij, and hence Pji¢0· Then LjRi:D:LR. 

In order to state the next lemma we introduct new 
terms and notation. 
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Definition 1.3. Let P be a sandwich matrix of a 
Rees matrix semigroup over a group G with zero. 
Denote the ith column submatrix of P by Pxi and denote 
the jth row submatrix of P by Pjx. 
Fxi:(O) means that Pxi contains no nonzero entry of P. 
Pjx:(O) means that Pjx contains no nonzero entry of P. 
Pxi¥(0) means that Pxi contains a nonzero entry. 
Pjxf(O) means that Pjx contains a nonzero entry. 
I~(O) means that P contains a nonzero entry. 

Lemma 1,7, In a Rees matrix semigroup S:MO((e);I+, 
r+-, P) we have 

(i) R~S:Rf and S~:~ if P~(O); 
(ii) Rin Lv-(e)iv; 
(iii) RfRj= ~(06 if Pxj:(O), 

l Ri otherwise; 
(iv) R~Lj: ( (e) ij U O if P1(0), 

l ( 0) otherwise; 
(v) · L~Lf= { (0) if Pix:(O), 

l Lj otherwise; 
(vi) LfRj= < s if Pji~o, 

l ( 0) otherwise; 
(vii) (e) 1jR~ = { R~ if Pjkto, 

(0) otherwise; 
(viii) Rk(e)ij= ~ (0) if Pxi:(O), 

l (e)kju O otherwise; 
(ix) (e) ijL~: { (0) if Pjx:(O), 

( e) ik U O otherwise; 
(x) L~(e)i~= { Lj if Pkito, 

(O) otherwise. 
We omit the proof. 
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1.3 Completely maximal elements in MO((e);I+,r+;P). 

Two of main fe, ,,,res of semieroups in comparison 
with groups ( which are G,tle c .... c._;_ semigroups) are that 
(1) the definition of an ideal in a group is fruitless 
(2) thu~d are considerably more properties of elements 
in semigroups (for example, regular elements, idempo-
tent elements, completely maximal elements and primi-
tive idempotents.) 

The next theorem is one regarding (2) above and 
it char&cterizes the completely 0-simple semigroups in 
Rees matrix semigroups which were introduced by D. Rees 
~2] to determine all completely (O-) simple semi-

groups. 

Definition 1.4. (i) An elements in a semigroup 
Sis s~id to be a completely maximal element if SsS:S[3]. 

(ii) Let T be a subset of a semigroup S. 
Denote the set of all idempotents of T by E(T). 
De fine e c::: f ( e , f in E ( S ) ) t o me an e f = f e = e • I f e c::: f 
we say that e is under f. An idempotent e of a semi-
group is said to be primitive if the only idempotents 
under e a~e e itself and O (if S has a zero), and eiO. 

Lemma 1.8. If a semigroup M contains a completely 
maximal element and M is not simple, then r<:\S is a 
proper two sided ideal of M, where Sis the set of all 
completely maximal elements of M[3]. 

Proof. Let S*:M\S. Lets* be an arbitrary element 
of S*. Suppose that MS* ct S*. Then there exists an 
element ts* in S for some element tin N. Since ts* 
is a completely maximal element of 1YI we have Mts*IvI:r-1. 
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But tt 0 1--. r,.;=1•1( ts*) Mc hs*I•,, which implies that M=l"Is*M 
because of the fact that M.CI·~s*HCE. Thens* is a 
completely maximal element of M, which is a contra-
diction of s* in S*. 

Therefore S* is a left ideal of M. We can show 
analogously that S* is a right ideal of M. 
Consequently S* is a two sided ideal of M. 

Theorem 1.9. Let S:M0 ((e);r+,r+;P) be a Rees 
matrix semigroup. 

(l) (e)ij is a co~Jletely maximal element of S 
if and only if Pxi~(O) and Pjx~(O). 

( ii) . ( e) ij is a completely maximal element if 
and only if it is regular. 

(iii) The set K of all completely maximal elements 
in S forms a completely 0-simple subsemigroup of S. 

Proof. (i) Suppose that Pxi:(O). Then by 
Definition 1.3 every entry of the ith column of Pis 
zero and we have S(e)ij=O and S(e)ijS:O. If Pjx:(O), 
then we have (e)ijS:(O). Consequently, assume that 
Pxif(O) and Pjxr(O). Then there exists Pjk10 for 
some k in I"T. By Lemma 1.7-(vii), (e)ijRl~=Rf, since 
PjkiO. Pick (e)im from Ri. Since PxiJ(O), there 
exists an entry Phi10 for some iEI'+. Ey Lemma 1.7-
(vi), we have S(e)ijSwL~(e)ijRl~=Lg((e)ijR~):LgRf:S 
and S(e)ijS:S. Hence (e)ij is a completely maximal 
element. 

(ii) Let us assume that the jth row and the ith 
column of P contains nonzero entries .. Then Pjk~O~Phi 
for some k and h in r+. 
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Cl~arly (e)ijo(e)kho(e)ij=(ePjkePhie)ij=(e)ij, thus 
(e)ij is regular. 

Conversely, suppose that (e)ij is regular. Then 
there is an element (e)mn in S such that (e)ijO(e)mn 

o(e)ij=(e)ij, which grarantees the existence of Pjm~O 
~Pni for some m and n. Thus Pjx!(0)1Pxi. By (i), 
(e)ij is a completely maximal element in S. 

(iii) Let T be the set of all completely maximal 
elements in S. Let T0 :T U O. Let a, b ET. By (ii), 
a and bare regular elements in S. Therefore we must 
have axa:a and byb:b for some nonzero elements x and 
yin S. If ab.ab~O then ab.ab:ab, because bSb:{b,O}, 
which is immediate from Lemma 1.7 -(vii) and (viii). 
If ab-.-ab:O, then ab is in T0 • Thus TT c T0 , and then 
TOTO C TO. Thus TO is a subsemigroup of S. 

We shall show that T contains at least one non-
zero primitive idempotent. Clearly T contains an 
idempotent. Let f be a nonzero idempotent and let g 
be any nonzero idempotent such that gf:fg:g and 
f, g ET. Let g=(e)ij and f:(e)mn• From gf:(e)ijO 
(e)mn=fg:(e)mno(e)ij=(e)ij=g, we infer that i:m, n:j, 
and hence f:g. Thus f is a nonzero primitive 
idempotent. 

Now we only have to show the 0-simplicity of T0 • 

Ey Lemma 2.28 of [JJ, it is sufficient to show that 
TOaTO:TO for every nonzero element a in TO. 
Let a and b be arbitrary two elements of T. Since a 
is a completely maximal element of S we have SaS:S, 
from which it follows there exist t ands in S such 
that tas:b. By Lemma 1.8, S\T:Ko is an ideal of S. 
Therefore t ands could not be elements of Ko, if t 
ands we~e in K0 , then tas=b lies in Ko, which 
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contradictG the fact that b in T. Thus TOaTO:, TO. 
Clearly TOaTOC TOTOC TO, because, TO is a subsemi-
group of Sand a is in T0 • Hence T0 aT0 :T 0 , for every 
element a in T. This completes the proof. 

Remark 2. If every regular element of every 
semigroup is a completely maximal element, then 
Theorem 1.9-(ii) may not be interesting. Therefore 
we shall give the following example to show that a 
regular ~lement is not completely maximal. 

Example 1. Let s be a set of elements e,f ' g 
and a with the following multiplication table. 

e f g a 
e e e e e 
f f f f .&> 

J. 

g g g g g 
a e e f e 

We can check that Sis a semigroup and f is an 
idempotent element of S. Hence f is regular, but 
it is not completely maximal, for SfS:(e,f,g)fS. 
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1.4 Inverse elements 

We know that the inverse element of a nonzero 
element in a re8ular semigroup is not unique in general. 

Lemma 1.1 gives the actual number of inverses of 
each regular element in M0 ((e);r+,r+;P). 

Lemma 1.10. Let S:MO((e) ;r+,r+;P) be a Rees 
matrix semigroup. 

(i) Every idempotent of Sis primitive. 
(ii) For all a,b in S aba:a~O implies bab:b. 

Proof. (i) For any two distinct nonzero idempotents 
f and g in S we have no relation f:= g or f2 g. Thus 
every nonzero idempotent is primitive. Since O is 
primitive, every idempotent in Sis primitive. 

(ii) Let a:(e)ij and let b:(e)mn, where e is the 
identity of the group. Assume that bab:aiO. Then there 
exist nonzero entries Pjm and Pni of the sandwich matrix 
P such that aba:(e)ijO(e)mno(e)ij=(ePjmePn1e)1j=a· 
Thus bab:(e)mno(e)ijO(e)mn=(ePniePjme>mn:(e)mn=b· 

The next example is for Lemma 1.10-(ii). 

Example 2. Let R be the set of all positive 
rational numbers. In the Cartesian product RxR, define 
a binary operation "* 11 by the rule: 

(a,b)*(c,d):(ac,max(b9,d)), a,b, c and dare in R. 
Then S:(RxR,*) is a semigroup. 
Observe (2,3)*(f,1)*(2,3)=(2,3), 

(t,1)*(2,3)*(t,l):(t,3/2). 
Hence aba=afO does not it1piies bab=b in this semigroup 
if a:(2,3) and b:(!,l). 

We shall use the following notations. 
'de denote by V(a) the set of all inverses of a~O in a 
semigroup S. Let T be a set. Denote by JTI the 
cardinal number of the s0t T. 
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Lemma 1.11. Let m and n be positive integers, 
and let a:(e)ij be a regular element of a semigroup 
S:MO((e);m,n;P). Then 
IV ( a)I = ( number of nonzero entries of the j th row of P) 

.(number of nonzero entries of the ith column of P). 

Proof. Assume that the jth row of P contains non-
zero entries (Pjt 1 ,Pjt 2 , .• ,Pjtk) and the ith column of 
P contains nonzero entries (pr 1i,Pr 2i, ••,Prhi). 
Then ((e)turv:u:1,2, .. ,k; v:1,2, •. ,h) is the set of 

all inverse elements of a, where (tu)u~l and (rv)ve1 
are subsets of (1,2, .. ,m) and (1,2, .• ,n), respectively. 
To show this take (e)turv and let us observe the 
calculation (e)ijO(e)turvo(e)ij=(epjtuePrvie)ij=(e)ij, 
which shows (e)t r is an inverse of a by Lemma 1.10. 

UV 

We can show that there, are no inverses of a other than 
( (e)turv:u-1, 2, .• ,k; v":l, 2, .. ,h). 
the proof. 

This completes 

Definition 1.5. (i) The degree of a regular 
ele~ent x in a semigroup Sis the cardinal number of 
the set V(x) of inversss of x in S. 

(ii) A non-regular element x in Sis called a 
singular element of S. 

(iii) A semigroup Sis called homogeneous n-
regular if jv ( a)! :n for every nonzero element a of S, 
where n is a fixed positive integer. 

By the above definition, an inverse semigroup 
is a homogeneous 1-regular semigroup. 

Now we naturally raise a question: 
Problem 2. Can we define a degree for a singular 

element in a semigroup S? 
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Lemma 1.12. Let n be a fixed positive integer. 
A Rees matrix semigroup ~0 (~e);r+,r+,P) is homogeneous 
n regular if and only if every row and every column of 
P contains precisely h nonzero entries and k nonzero 
entries of P such that hk:n, where hand k are positive 
integers. 

The proof follows from Lemma 1.11. 

Lemma 1.13. In a homogeneous n ( 2: 2 )-regular Rees 
matrix semigroup MO((e) ;r+,r+;P) for every nonzero 
element a in S there exists an element bin S such 
that aJb and V(a) rt V(b)+ D . 

Proof. Let a be a nonzero element in Sand let 
V(a):(ai:i:l, 2, •. ,n). Consider V(a1). 
Let V(a1)=(Yi:i:l,2, •. ,n). We may assume that Y2~a. 
Then Y2aY2=Y2 and a1y2a1=a1, aa1a:a and a1aa1=a1. 
Thus V(y2) nv(a) contains a1. Since a is an arbitrary 
nonzero element, this completes the proof. 
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1.5 Congruences on MO((e) ;I+,r+;P) 

If Sis an inverse semigroup, then by [9] , we 
have a congruence TT on S defined by the rule that 
x y if and only if there exists a nonzero idempotent 
e in S such that xe=ye, and S/Tf is a group. 
But in general, a completely 0-simple semigroup is not 
an inverse semigroup. therefore the above result is 
not applicable. But we do have congruences () i on a 
completely 0-simple semigroup S=M0 ((e);r-+-,r+;P) such 
thats/pi are right zero semigroups or left zero 
semigroups for i in I~. 

~heorem 1.14. Let ScN°((e);I•,I+;P) be a regular 
Rees rix semigroup. For x in S and R1:( (e)iv:vE r+), 
define f1(x): ( (Rix

0
)\o if xJO, 

l if x:0. 
Define a relation (Ji on S by the rule that x()iy if and 
only if fi(x):fi(y), for x, yin S. Then 

(i) The relations() i are congruences on s. 
(ii) S/f) i is a right zero semigroup. 

For X in S and Lie=( ( e) ik: iE T°), define 
gk (x) = { (xLn)\ 0 if x;o, 

l O if X:0. 
Define a relation (Jk on S by the rule that x(fky if and 
only if gk(x):gk(y). Then d k is a congruence on S and 
S/Q'k is a left zero semigroup. 

Proof. (i) Since Sis regular, by Lemma 1.7-(viii), 
fi(x) is a single valued function of x in S. To show 
that f)i is a congruence on S, since the reflexivity 
and symmetricity of (Ji are clear, consider first the 
transitivity of f) i. Suppose that x ()iy and y ()i z. 
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Let xES\O. From fi(x):(Rix)\O:(Riy)\0:fi(y) and 
fi(y).(Riy)\O:(Riz)\0:fi(z), it follows that 
fi(x):(Rix)\O:(Riz)\0:fi(z), and hence xp 1z. Thus 
pi is an equivalence relation on S\O. Let xE S\O. 

Assume that xpiy. Then fi(x):fi(y), and (Rix)\O: 
(Riy)\O, from which we get (Rixz)\O:(Riyz)\O for every 
z in s\ 0. Therefore pi is a right congruence on S\ 0. 
Consider the left compatibility of () 1• By Lemma 1.7-
( viii), for z E S\O, (Riz)\O lies in Ri. But fi (x) is 
a single valued point function of x in Sand it 
follows from (Riz)\OER1, (R1zx)\OE(R1x)\O and 
(Rizx)\ 0: (R1x)\ 0 that (R1zx)\O:(Rix)\ O:(RiY )\ O:(Ri zy )\0. 
Thua zxp 1zy, and hence ()i is a proper congruence on S. 

(ii) Since Pis regular we have 
Ri(e)11=R1(e)21=···=Ri(e)n1= .• Let xpi denote the 
pi-class of S containing x in S. Then, by Lemma 1.7-
(viii), (e)11p 1:((e)i1: i in I1"):L1, 

(e)12pi:((e)i2: i in r+):L2, and so on. 

By Lemma 1.7-(v), the family (Li: i in r+)u O forms a 
right zero semigroup. 
This completes the proof of (ii). 
The proof of (iii) is analogous and we omit it. 
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1.6 A characterization of NO((e) ;m,n;P) 

Theorem 1.15. Let s0 be a semigroup with zero 
and lsl=mn, where m and n are positive integers. 
s0 is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup over a 
single element eroup with zero if 

(i) there exist disjoint right ideals 
(Ri:i=l,2, .. ,m) of s0 with IR~ =n, for every ial,2, .,m, 

(ii) there exist disjoint left ideals 
(Lj :j=l, 2,., n) of s0 with fLj) =m, for every j, 

(iii) there exists at least one pair (Ri,Lj) such 
that LjRi=S, and LhRk=S or (O), for every h:1,2, .• ,n, 
k:l, 2, .. , m, 

(iv) (RiLj) \ 0 is a single element set of S and 
(RiLjnRuLv)\OcD if and only if (i,j)f(u,v), for 
every i, U: 1, 2 , .. , m; j , v = 1, 2 , .. , n, 

(v) R~s 0 =R~ and s0L~:L~, for every i:1,2, •• ,m; 
and j = i, 2 , .. , n. 

Proof. Let us assume that s0 has right ideals 
(Ri:i:1,2, .. ,m) and left ideals (Lj :j:1,2, .. ,n) satis-
fying the conditions above. Prom rs/=nm and 
(Sij !Sij=RiLj\O, i:1,2, .. ,m; j:1,2, .. ,n)c S, we have 
S0 =(Sij:Sij=RiLj\0, i:1,2, •. ,m; j:1,2, .. ,n)U (0). 
Now what we want to show is the following: 

s · · shk- { s · k if L · Rh-S l.J - l. J - , 
0 otherwise. 

To do this let us suppose that SijShk=O and LjRh:S. 
Then 0:SijShk=(RiLj\O)(RhLk\O) implies RiLjRhLk:(O); 
whence Ri(LjRh)L1c:RiSL1t=(O). Since R~S0 :R~, we have 
(Rfs 0 )\0.Ri and RiLk:( (R~S0 )\ O)Lk. Similarly 
RiLk:Ri( (S 0 L2)\0). 
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Then ( (R~S0 )\0)Lk=~Ri U 0) (SU O)\o] Lk=( (Ris U 0)\0)1k 
c RiSLk:(O). Similarly Ri((S 0 L~~\O):.Ri((SLkUO)\O). 
c RiSLk:(O). Hence R1Lk:O. But R1Lk=Sik~O in S • 

This contradiction shows that if LjRh=S, then 
SijShk=Sik for every i and k. 
Por the case LjRh=O, it follows from SijShkE (Ri;j) 
(RhLk)=R10Lk:(O), that SijShk=O· Hence we have 
proved that SijShk= {sik if LjRh:S, 

lo otherwise. 

Let (e) be a group of a single element e. By (iii), 
we define an nxm matrix P:(Pij) by the rule 

Pi·= i e if LiRj=S 
J O otherwise. 

Let NO:NO((e);m,n;P):((e)ij: i:1,2, .. ,m; j:1,2,.,n)Uo. 
D f . f --0 s0 b e ine a mapping :~ --~ y 

f ( X ) = f Si j if X: ( e ) i j 
lo if x:O. 

Clearly f is a single valued mapping N° upon s0 • 

To show f(xy):f(x)f(y) for every x, yin M0 , it is 
sufficient to consider the case for which xfO and YfO. 
Let x:(e)ij and let y:(e)hk• 
Then f(xy):f((e)ijo(e)hk)= f f(O):O if Pjh=O 

lf((e)ik)=sik if Pjh=e, 

f(x)f(y):sijshk= { sik ~f Pjh=e 
0 if Pjh=O. 

If one of x and y is zero, say x:O, then f(x):O. 
For this case we also have f(xyt:f(x)f(y). Hence 
f(xy).f(x)f(y) for every x, yin M0 , and the mapping f 
is a homomorphism of MO upon so. Finally, to show that 
f is one to one, let us assume that f(x):f(y):SijfO in 
s0 , then we have X=Y=(e)ij by the definition off. 
If f(x):f(y):O, for x, yin MO, then we have X=Y=O• 
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2 Rees matrix sernigroups over a cyclic groups 

We shall use the following notation. 
Let Im be a finite set of m elements, where mis a 
positive integer. Let (a)P:G denote the cyclic group 
of order p generated by a. 

In this chapter we consider Rees matrix semigroups 
MO((a)P;Im,In;P) over cyclic group (a)P with the 
generator a for a positive number p, and with sandwich 
matrices P. 

2.1 The basic properties of Rees matrix semi-
groups. 

For a Rees matrix semigroup MO((a)P;Im,In;P) we 
can deduce the next lemma from the results in Chapter 
1. 

Lemma 2.1. Let S:K 0 ((a)P;Im,In;P). 
(i) (a)ij is a nonzero idempotent if and only if 

8.:PiJfO. The nuwber of nonzero idempotents of Sis 
equal to the number of nonzero entries of P. 

(ii) Two idempotents e:(P~!)iu and f:(PvJ)jv 
(erf) commute if and only if Puj=Pvi:O. 

(iii) Every idempotent of Sis primitive. 
{iv) The degree of a regular element (x)ij is 

equal to the product of the number of nonzero entries 
of the jth row of P and the number of nonzero entries 
of the ith column of P. 

(v) (x)iu is a left annihilator of S if and 
only if every entry of the uth row of Pis zero. 

(vi) Every left ideal Lv of Sis an 1-class if 
and only if Pis left semiregular. 

(vii) Define E(R~)G:((xa)ij:(x)ijcE(R~), aCG). 

Then Rf\E(Rf)G is a zero semigroup. 
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Proof.  (i)  Let Pij be  a  nonzero  entry  of  P. 

Then  Pij  takes  the form Pij=g in  G.  Since g has  the 

inverse g-1 in  G, (pI})ji=(g-l)ji in  Sis  a  nonzero 

idempotent  of  S.  This  shows  the  truth  of (i). 
~he proof  of  the  rest  follows  by  using  arguments 

similar  to  those  in  previous  lemmas  and  theorems. 

The  next  lemma  is a corresponding  form  of 

Lemma 1.7. 

We shall  use  the  following  notation  in a Rees 

matrix  semigroup S:M0(G;I,V;P) over a group G with 

zero  and  with  sandwich  matrix P:(Pvi). 

Denote  the  elements  of S by (a)1v with  a  in  G, 

i  in I, and  v  in V. 

Let Gij=((x)ij: x  in G), where iEI, j in V, and  i 

and  j  are  fixed. 

G9·-((x)··: x in G0):G1·J·U O. 1J- 1J 

Let T be  a  subset  of  S.  We denote  by E(T) the  set 

of  all  idempotents  of  Sin T. 

Lemma 2.2.  Let S::MO(G;I,V;P) be  a  Rees  matrix 

semigroup. 

( i) ROR0-1 RQ if Pxj,c(O), l. J- 1 

(0) otherwise. 

(ii) RfLf = 1 G~j if  PJ(O), 
(0) otherwise. 

(iii) L~L~= 1 (0) if Pix:(O), 
19 otherwise. J 

(iv) 
LiRj= 1 ~ ~ if pijtO, 

otherwise. 



(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

(xii) 

(xiii) 

(xiv) 

(xv) 

(xvi) 

(xvii) 
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R~(xhj = 1 ~~  

(x) .. R,~ -1 R~ l.J 1.. - l. 

(0) 

if Pxif (0), 

otherwise. 

if Pj k;iO, 
otherwise. 

(x)ijL~ = 1(GO~)·k if Pjxf(O), 
otherwise. 

L~(x)ij = ~ Lj if Pkj;fO, 
I ( 0) otherwise. 

G1jGmn: J G(10·n) if Pjm;tO, 
I otherwise. 

G1jRk: ~ R(Oi) if PjkfO, 
I otherwise. 

R~Gij = ~ G(· ,o~J)" if Pxi; ( 0)  , 
I otherwise. 

GijL~: < G~k if Pjx;t(O), 
J ( 0) otherwise. 

LkGij = 1 Lj if Pki;z!O, 
(0) otherwise. 

Gij(x)mn = ~ Gin if Pjm;tO, 
J ( 0) otherwise. 

(x)mnGij = 1 Gmj if Pni;fO, 
( 0) otherwise  . 

Gij = G if E(Gij);tO. 

(e)miP(e)jn=(Pij)mn· 

Proof.  (i)  Since Rf is a right  ideal  of S, 
we  have R~Rgc=R~. Suppose  that Pxj;(o) and PkjfO for 

some k. Let (c)ih be  an  arbitrary  element  of Rf and 

c:;.o in  G. 
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We pick (pi})1k from R~ and (c)jh from R~. 

Then we have (c)ih=(Pk})iko(c)jh" Thus Rf:RfRf. 

This completes the proof of (i). 
We omit the proof of the rest. 

We conclude this section with Theorem 2.3 for 
Problem 1. 

Theorem 2.3. In a Rees matrix semigroup s. 
;,:o(G;I,V;P), we have that LiRj:S\O if and only if 
Rj n Li contains an idempotent of S\0. 

Proof. The necessity. By Lemma 2.2-(iv), 
Pij~O of P. Then it is clear that the nonzero 
idempotent (piJ)ji belongs to Rj and Li. 

The proof of the sufficiency follows Lemma 2.2-
( iv). 

This theorem is the most general and final 
form of Lemma 1.6 in the Rees matrix semigroup. 
Notice that it does not require the regularity of a 
semigroup. 
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2.2 Then regularity of semigroups 

In this section we generalize the theorem by 
R. McFadden and Hans 8chneider [~. 

So far we have alwost avoided touching the 
completely 0-simplicity of semigroups, since we 
already know the structure theorems: Theorem 3.5, 
Theorem 2. 48 and Theorem 2. 55 in [ 1] . 
But by the homogeneous n regularity of a semigroup 
in Definition 1.5-(iii) we can classify completely 
0-simple semigroups in two ways, (1) Homogeneous n 
re3ular semigroups, where n:1,2, •• , and (2) Non-
homogeneous regular semi&roups. 

Furthermore, we can establish Theorem 2.9, the 
most general form of the theorem of McFadden and 
Schneider [ 7] . 

We shall use the following notation in a Rees 
matrix semigroup ~ 0 (G;I,V;P) over a group G with zero 
and with a sandwich matrix P. 
Denote by Pjx the cardinal number of nonzero 
entries of the jth row of P. Pxi~. is the cardinal 
number of nonzero entries of the ith column of a 
sandwich matrix P. 

The next lemma gives an inverse element of a 
regular element in a Rees matrix semigroup. 

Lemma 2.4. Let ~ 0 (G;Im,In;P) be regular. 
(i) If (x)ij is nonzero and Phi~01Pjk, then 

(pj~x- 1phf)kh lies in V((x)ij). 
(ii) IV( (x) ij) I =I Pjxj I PxiJ 
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Proof. ( i) (x) ij o(p3"fcx-1Pii!h::ho(x) ij=(x) ij 
and LemQa 1.10 prove the assertion (i). 
(ii) follows from (i). 

Definition 2.1. Let n be a positive integer. 
(i) A sandwich matrix Pis n regular if 

jPixj JPxjJ :n for every i and j. 
(ii) An element a~O is said to be completely 

regular in a semigroup S if we can find in San 
element x such that axa.a and ax:xa. 

(iii) A sernigroup S consisting entirely of 
completely regular elements is siad to be completely 
regular. 

Lemma 2.5. Let S:~ 0 (G;I,V;P) be a homogeneous 
n regular semigroup. 

(i) Pis n regular. 
(ii) Every Ri contains JPx~ nonzero idempotents. 
(iii) Every Lj contains J Pjxj nonzero idempotents. 
(iv) For a~O in S, there exist two sets 

(ei:i:1,2, .,hn) and (fj :j:1,2, .,kn) of nonzero idem-
potents of S such that eia:a:afj (i:1,2, .,hn;j:1,2,.,kn) 
and hnkn:n. 

(v) There exists a completely regular element. 
(vi) There are no two distinct inverses x, ·Y::'Of a 

such that xa:ax and ya:ay, for a in s\o. 
(vii) a:(x)ij is completely regular if and only 

if Ri n Lj contains an idempotent. 
(viii) a:(x)ij is completely regular if and 

only if Pji1o. 
(ix) If n is a prime number, then Pis a kn x k 

or k x kn matrix. 
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Proof. (i) is clear by Lemma 2.4-(ii). 
By Lemma 2.1-(i), (ii) and (iii) are evident. 

(iv) Let V(a):(xi:i:1,2, •. ,n) for aiO ins. 
Define ei=aXi and fj=Xja (i,j:1,2, •. ,rt). Then 
eia:a:afj. It follows :from Sa:Safj C Sfj and Lemma 
2.47 [1] that Sa:Sfj (j:1,2, .. ,n). By (ii), (iii) 
and Definition 2.1, (iv) follows. 

(v) follows from the fact that every nonzero 
idempotent is completely regular. 

(vi) Assume that there are two inverses x and 
y of a such that X•Y, ax:xa and ay:ya. Then e1:ax: 
xa:fl and e2ay:ya:f2 are units of a, that is, e2a= 
af2:a and e1a:af1:a. Then x:xax:x(ax):x(ay):(xa)y 
:axy:yay:y, that is, x:y, but we assumed that XiY· 
This proves (vi). 

(vii) Let a:(x)ij be completely regular in S. 
Then there exists an element b such that aba:a and 
ba.ab. Let b: ( y) hk. :Prom ab: ba, we have 
(x)ijo(y)hk=(Y)hko(x)ij, which implies that i:h and 
j=k· Thus b:(y)ij• From aba:a, it follows that 
Pjijto. Then (Pji)ij belongs to (RinLj). 

Conversely, if Ri n Lj contains an idempotent, 
( ) -1 . ( -1 -1 -1) say g ij, then g=Pji~O. Define b: PjiX Pji ij. 

Then we have aba:a and ba:ab. Hence a is completely 
regular. 
Incidentally, (viii) is shown in the proof of (vii). 

(ix) follows from (i), (ii), (iii) and Lemma 
2.4-(ii). 
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We shall need the following lemmas. 

Lemma 2.6. For all a, bin a Rees matrix semi-
group S:No(G;I,V;P) aba:a~O implies bab=b· 

Every corapletely 0-simple semigroup has this 
property by Theorem 3. 5 [ 1] . 

Proof. Let a:(g)ij and let b:(g')mn, where g 
and g' are nonzero eleffients of the group with zero GO, 
and for i, m EV, j, n EI. Assume that aba:a~O. Then 
there exist nonzero entries Pjm and Pni of the sand-
matrix P such that aba:(g)ijo(g')mno(g)ij= 
(gPjm&'Pnig)ij=(g)ij=a· Hence we get Pjmg'Pnig=e, 
and g'Pni=PJ~g-1, where e is the identity of the group 
G. Therefore we have oab:(g')mno(g)ijo(g')mn= 

(g'pnigPjmg')mn=(Pjig-lgpjmg')mn=(g')mn=b, or bab:b. 

This completes the proof. 

Lemma 2.7. In a completely 0-simple semigroup S, 
for a nonzero idempotent e and a nonzero element a in 
S such that ea:a, the equation ax:e has a solution 
x in Se. 

Proof. From ea:a, we have eaS:aS CeS. Since S 
is completely 0-simple, by Lemma 2.47[1] we have aS:eS. 

Let Se:L and aS:,.,..~. Since ea:a in LR, by Lemma 2.46 
[_ 1] RL:R n L is a group with zero, and clearly e lies 
in (Rn L). By aL.=aSe:aSSe:RL:R n L, we can solve the 
equation ax:e for x in L:Se. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 

Lemma 2.8. Let a and b be nonzero elements in 
a completely 0-simple semigroup D. '.rhen aS n Sb 
contains at most one nonzero idempotent of S. 
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Proof. By Corollary 2.49 and Lemma 2.45 in liJ, 
aS~R and Sb~L are 0-rninimal right and left ideals 
of S, respectively. By Leffimas 2.43 and 2.15 in [JJ, 
Rn L contains at most one nonzero ia.c:uipotent of S. 

Theorem 2.9. Let S be a 0-simple semigroup and 
let n be a fixed positive integer. Then the following 
are equivalent. 

(i) Sis a homogeneous n regular and completely 
0-simple semigroup. 

(ii) For every a in S\O, there exist precisely 
n distinct nonzero elements (xi:i:1,2, .. ,n) such that 
axia=a for i:1,2, •. ,n and for all c, din S cdc:c~O 
implies dcd:d. 

(iii) For every a in S\O, there exist precisely 
h distinct nonzero idempotents Ea:(ei:i:1,2, .• ,h) and 
k distinct nonzero idempotents Fa:(fj:j:1,2, .. ,k) 
such that eia=a:afj for every i and j, hk:n, Ea 
contains every nonzero idempotent which is a left unit 
of a, Fa contains every nonzero idempotent which is 
a right unit of a and Zan Fa contains at most one 
element. 

(iv) For every a in s\o, there exist precisely 
k nonzero principal right ideals (Ri:i:1,2, .• ,k) and 
h nonzero principal left ideals (Lj :j:1,2, •. ,h) such 
that Ri and Lj contain hand k inverses of a, 
respectively, every inverse of a is contained in a 
suitable set Rin Lj for i=l,2, .,k; j:1,2, .,h, and 
Rin Lj contains at most one nonzero idempotent, where 
h..l{=:n. 
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(v) Zvery nonzero principal right ideal R 
contains precisely h nonzero idempotents and every 
nonzero principal left ideal L contains precisely k 
nonzero idempotents sucn that hk::n, and Rn L contains 
at most one nonzero idempotent. 

(vi) Sis completely 0-simple. For every 0-
minimal right ideal R there exist precisely h 0-
minimal left ideals (11; i:1,2, •. ,h) and for every 
0-minimal left ideal L there exist precisely k 0-
minimal right ideals (Rj :j::1,2, .. ,k) such that 
L Rj.LiR=S, for every i=l,2, .,h, j=l,2, .,k, where hk:n. 

(vii) Sis completely 0-simple. Every 0-minimal 
right ideal R of Sis the union of a right group with 
zero Go, a union of h disjoint groups except zero, 
and a zero subsemigroup Z which annihilates the right 
ideal Ron the left, and every 0-minimal left ideal L 
of Sis the union of a left group with zero G'O, a 
union of k disjoint groups except zero, and a zero 
subsemigroup Z' which annihilates the left ideal L 
on the right and hk:n. 

(viii) S contains at least n nonzero distinct 
idempotents, and for every nonzero idempotent e there 
exists a set E:(ei:i:1,2, .,n) of nonzero idempotents 
of S such that eE is a right zero sernigroup containing 
precisely h nonzero idempotents, Ee is a left zero 
semigroup containing precisely k nonzero idempotents 
of S, e(E(S)\E):(O):(E(S)\E)e, and eEn Ee:(e), where 
hk:n. 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). This is clear by 
the definition of homogeneous n regular semigroup 
and Lemma 2.6. 
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(ii) implies (iii). 
Ve shall prove the existence of a nonzero primitive 
idempotent of S. Let a be a nonzero element of S. 

By (ii) there exist (xi:i:1,2, .. ,n) in S such that 
axia=a and XiaXi=X 
Clearly O~e1EE(S). 
such that fe1=e1f:f. 

for i:1,2, .. ,n. Choose ax1=e1· 
Let f be any nonzero idempotent 

Then fe1f:(fe1)f:ff:f. By the 
assumption of (ii), we also have e1fe1:e1• But we 
have e1fe 1:e 1 (fe 1):e1f:f. Hence we conclude e1:f, 
and e1 is a nonzero primitive idempotent of S. Thus 
Sis completely 0-simple. 

Let V(a):(xi:i:1,2, .. ,n) be the set of all 
inverses of a in S\O. Then clearly every ei in 
Ea:(aXi=ei: Xi in V(a)) is a left unit of a, that is, 
eia:a (i:1,2, .. ,n). Also every fj in Fa:(xia=fi: 
Xi in V(a)) is a right unit of a, that is, afj=a, 
for every j:1,2, .,n. It is evident that EaU }"'aCE(S). 
If we denote by El:(ei 1 ,ei 2 , .. ,eik) the set of all 

* distinct elements in Ea then Ea-Ea and ks n. 
* Analogously, we can assume that Fa-(fj 1 ,fj 2 , •• ,fjh) 

* is the set of all distinct elements in Fa and Fa=Fa, 
where h c::: n. 

Define a set Xm:(xj1axim,Xj2axim, .. ,xjhaxim) 

for m:~,2, •. ,k. It is easy to see that XmCV(a). 
Let X: u Xm. We shall now show that X:V(a) and 

m:l 
kh:n. We claim that XunXv:D for U;iv, u, vE(l,2,.,k). 
To show this let us assume that Xu n Xv/: o and u/:v. 
Choose an arbitrary element z in Xun Xv, say; z:xj 8 axiu 
=xjtaxiv' for some sand tin (1,2, .. ,h). 
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Then az:a(xj 8 axiu):axiu=eiu,az:a(xjtaxiv):axiv=eiv, 
and eiu=eiv which contradicts the fact that 

* eiu~eiv in Ea for uiv· Thus we have proved the 
claim. 
Define Ym:(Xj~axi 1 ,xjmaxi 2 , .. ,xjmaxik), for m:1,2, .,h. 

k h' 
Clearly He see that X:U ~,:m = u YmC V(a). 

m:l rn:l 
Analogously, we can easily show that Yun Yv= o if 
uJv, u, v E(l,2, .. ,h). Thus the cardinality of X 
is hk. Suppose that V(a)\ Xis not empty. Then 
,-;e choose an element x 0 in V ( a)\ X. We would have 

* * * ax 0 :e 0 E Ea and x 0 a:f 0 E Fa. Let e 0 :eit E. Ea and 
fo:fjsEF: for some t ands. By direct calculation 
Xj 8 aXit:XjS(eit):Xjseo:(Xj 8a)Xo=fjsXo:foXo:XoaXo:Xo, 

we find that Xo=Xj8 axit belongs to X. This is a 
contradiction, because of the fact that x 0 is in 
V(a)\X. Therefore we must have V(a):X and hk:n. 

Now we want to show that Ea contains every non-
zero idempotent e which is a left unit of a. To do 
this let ~iO be an idempotent of S such that ea:a. 
Ey Leffima 2.7, there exists an inverse y of a, and 
hence e:ay E Ea. Analogously, we can show that Fa 
contains every nonzero idempotent fin S which is 
also a right unit of a. 

Finally, we have to show that for every a in 
S\O, Ean.Fa contains at most one element. 
Suppose that Ea n Fa contains gl and g2. 

:fjv=aXiu=Xjva, g2=eis=fjt=axis=Xjta for suitable 
positive integers u,v, sand t. From the two 
equalities above we have g 1 and g 2 lie in aS n Sa. 
By Lemma 2.8, we conclude that g 1:g 2 . This completes 
the proof. 
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(iii) implies (iv). In order to show the 
existence of a nonzero primitive idempotent of S, let 
e boa nonzero idempotent and let f be any nonzero 
idewpotent of S with fe:ef:f. By (iii), for fJO 
there exist two sets Bf and Ff of left and ri~ht units 
off, respectively. Since ff:f, we have f is in 
Ef n Ff;t o . lrom fe=ef:f, e is also a unit of f, and 
hence e is in Ef () :F'f, since Ef(Ff) contains every non-
zero idempotent which is at the same time a left(right) 
unit off. By (iii), we have e:f. Thus e is a non-
zero primitive idempotent of S, and hence Sis completely 
0-simple. 

Let aES\0. By (iii), let Ea:(ei:i:1,2, .. ,h) and 
Fa:(fj:j:1,2, .. ,k) be sets of left and right units of a 
and EaU FaCE(S). 

Now we are ready to show the existence of k non-
zero principal right ideals each of which contains h 
inverses of a and the existence of h nonzero principal 
left ideals each of which contains k inverses of a. 

Let Sei=Li for ei in Ea. Then by Lemma 2.7, we 
can solve the equation ax:ei for i:1,2, .. ,h, for x 
in Li. Ne denote by Xi in Li one of the solutions of 
the equation ax=ei. Since axia=eia:a for every i, we 
have Xi;tXj for i~j and. X0 :: (Xi: 1::1, 2, •. , h) CV ( a) by 
Lemma 2.6. Analogously, we get a set Y0 :(Yj :j:1,2, .. 
h) of k distinct solutions of the equations ya:fj, for 
. 1 2 k C "d .. h X ~r Y h J=, , .. , • onsi er A: u 1 m=·u 1 i, were m= l: 

Xm:(y 1axm,Y2axm, .. ,ykaxm), Yi:(yiax1,Yiax2, .• ,y 1axh), 

for m:l, 2, .. ,h, 1::1, 2, •• ,k. 
It is not hard to show that Xis a set of inverses of 
a with the cardinality hk:n. 
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From Yi, it is evident that YiS=Ri contains the set 
Yi of h inverses of a. Similarly, SXj=Lj contains 
the set Xj of k inverses of a. To show that Lu~Lv 
for u¢v, assume that Lu=Lv for u1v, Lu, Lv in the 
set (Li:i:1,2, .• ,h). 
From Lu=Lv, Sxi=Sei=Li, we have Seu:S~v· Since 
eua=eva:a, it follov;s that euaS:evaS:aS c euS, whence 
euS:aS:evS by the 0-minimality of euS. Then euSn Sev 
contains eu and ev, which is impossible since eu~ev 
in Ea for u~v. Hence the cardinality of the set 
(Lj:j:1,2, .. ,h) is h. 

Analogously, the cardinality of the set (Ri:i:l, 
2, •• , 1<:) is k . 

It is easy to show that X:V(a). 
Let R be an arbitrary nonzero principal right 

ideal of S which contains an inverse zo of a. Let 
Zo=YiaXj in X:V(a). We may assume that R:cS for c 
in S\O. For c, there exists an element x in S such 
that cxc:c by the argument at the beginning of this 
proof. Setting e:cx, ec:cxc:c, from which we have 
ecS=cS ceS. Since e is primitive and by, Lemma 2.47 
[ lj , we have cS:eS:R. Since z 0 is in R, let z 0 :eb 
for some bin S. Then ez 0 .eeb:eb:z 0 , which implies 
ez 0 S:z 0 S c:; eS. Since eS is a 0-minimal right ideal 
and z0 S~O, z 0 S:eS. Letting yia=fi, we can show that 
z0 S:fiS. Consequently R:cS:eS:z 0 S:fiS=Ri. 
~nerefore we have proven that if a nonzero principal 
right ideal R of S contains an inverse of a, then R 
is one of (Ri; i=l,2, .. ,k; Ri=YiS). 

Analogously we can show that if a nonzero 
principal left ideal L of S contains an inverse of a, 
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~hen it is a member of (Lj :j:1,2, .. ,h; Lj:Sxj). 
By Lemma 2 .8, Ri n Lj contains at most one nonzero 
idempotent. 

Since a~O is arbitrary in S, this completes the 
proof. 

(iv) implies ( v). To show that S is completely 
0-simple, let us first assume that e is a nonzero 
idempotent and let f be any nonzero idempotent of S 
with fe:ef:f. Since e is a nonzero idempotent, e is 
an inverse of itself. By (iv), fore there exist a 
nonzero principal right ideal Rand a nonzero 
principal left ideal L such that Rn L contains e 
which is an inverse of its elf. From f:ef E RS c R and 
f:.fe E SLC L, we have that f lies in Rn L. Since 
e u fC (Rn L), we must have e:f by (iv). Hence e is 
a nonzero primitive idempotent and Sis completely 
0-simple. 

Next we shall show that every nonzero principal 
right ideal aS contains h nonzero idempotents and every 
nonzero principal left ideal Sa contains k nonzero 
idempotents of S such that hk:n, where a is an 
arbitrary nonzero elewent in S. To do this we want 
verify that every nonzero principal right ideal 
contains at least one nonzero idempotent of S. 
aS:R be a nonzero principal right ideal of S. 
for a~O in S, there exist inverses of a, whence 

Let 
By (iv), 

V (a)~ o . Let Xo EV ( a) . Then ax 0 :e 0 is a nonzero 
idempotent in R:aS. Similarly, we can show that every 
nonzero principal left ideal of S contains at least 
one nonzero idempotent. 
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In order to show that every nonzero principal 
right ideal R contains precisely h nonzero idempotents, 

let us assume that Risa nonzero principal right 
~deal of S containing h' distinct nonzero idempotents 
(ei:i:1,2, .. ,h'), where h'~h is a positive integer. 
Let R:bS for bin S\O. Then by Corollary 2.49, 
Lemmas 2.43 and 2.14 in [1], we have eib=b for every 
i:1,2, .. ,h'. By Lemma 2.7, the equation by:ei has 
at least one solution yin Sei=Li. We denote by Yi 
one of the solutions of the equation by:e1 above. 
Clearly, (yi:i:1,2, .. ,h') is a set of h' distinct 
inverses of b by Lemma 2.6. Also it is clear that 
each Sei=Li contains an inverse of b, hence by (iv), 
Li contains precisely k inverses of b. We shall 
show that (Li:i:1,2, .. ,h') is a set of h' distinct 
nonzero principal left ideals of S. To do this, 
suppose that Li=Lj for i~j in (1,2, •• ,h'). 
Then Sei=Li=Lj :Sej and Rn Li:R n Lj contains ei and ej, 
but ei~ej for i~j. This is impossible according to 
Lemma 2.8; hence the cardinality of the set (Li:i=l, 
2, .. ,h') is h'. If h' ::::on, then h'k..::>..hk, which does ,· 

not satisfy hypothesis (iv). If h'c::::: h, then by (iv) 
there must exists a set (Lh'+l, .. ,Lu) of nonzero 
principal left ideals of S each of which contains k 
inverses of b such that (Li:i:1,2, .. ,h') n (Li:i:h'+l, 
h'+2, .. ,h):(O) and Li~Lj for i~j in (h'+l, .. ,h). 
Let Yo be an inverse of b contained in Lh. Then 
bYo•eo lies in R:bS and e0 in (ei:i:1,2, .• ,h'). 
But if e0 is in (ei:i:1,2, .. ,h'), then we would have 
Lh lies in (Li:i:1,2, .• ,h'). Therefore no such set 
(Lh'-tl, •• ,Lh) exists, and then h'c::::: h implies h'kc:::.hk. 
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Tl1is fails to satisfy hypothesis (iv). 
Hence we have shown that every nonzero principal 

right ideal of S contains precisely h nonzero 
idempotents. To show that every nonzero principal 
left ideal of S contains precisely k nonzero idempotents 
is similar. 

The last assertion of (v) follows immediately 
from Lemma 2. 8. · 

(v) implies (vi). We shall show first that Sis 
completely 0-simple. Clearly E(S)i(O). Let e be a 
fixed nonzero idempotent and let f be any idempotent 
in S\O with ef:fe:f. Then efS:fSC eS and Sf:Sfe c Se, 
which implies f lies in ( e3 n Se). But e is also in 
(es nse). By (v), we conclude e:f, and e is a 
primitive idempotent. Thus Sis completely 0-simple. 
Since Sis completely 0-simple, every nonzero principal 
right ideal R:aS for a in S\O is a 0-minimal ri&ht 
ideal of S. Also every nonzero principal left ideal 
Sa:L ( a ES \0) is a 0-minimal left ideal of S. By ( v) , 
every 0-minimal right ideal R of S contains precisely 
h nonzero idempotents (ei:i:1,2, .. ,h), for each Bi 
there exists a unique 0-minimal left ideal Sei=Li of· 
S containing Bi• By Lemma 2.46[1], we have L1R:S 
for i:l, 2, .. , h. 

The proof for 0-minimal left ideals is analogous. 
(vi) implies (vii). We have hk:n from (vi). 

Let R be a 0-minimal right ideal of S, then by (vi) 
there exists a set of 0-minimal left ideals (Li:i:l, 
2, .. h) such that LiR:S. By Lemma 2. 46 [1], Rn L1:RLi 
is a group with zero for i=i,2, .. ,h. 
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Let G0 : VG~ :: C/(RnLi)= ~(RLi) be the union of h 
i:l bl 

groups with zero. Let Z be the corr.plement of the 
nonzero part of~ in R. Then R=G0 u Z, and ZR:(O) 
since each element of Z belongs to a left ideal L' 
for which L'R::(O) by Lemma 2.46[1] and LiR:S. 
Therefore Z is a zero subsemigroup of S. In general 
G0 is not a group with zero since h21, and G0 

contains h nonzero idempotents of S, each of which 
is the identity of a group Gf:RLi with zero for sorr.e 
i=l, 2, •. , h. By Exercise 2 [1, p. 3~ , it suffices to 
show that E(G), the set of nonzero idempotents in G, is a 

0 right zero subsemigroup of G. Let ei and ej be two 
elements in E(G). Since Risa 0-rninimal right ideal 
of S containing ei and ej, by Lemmas 2.43 and 2.14[1], 
we have eiej=ej and ejei=ei• Thus E(G) is a right 
zero subsemigroup of·G 0 • 

The proof of the rest is similar to the preceeding 
argument. 

(vii) implies (viii). Let e~O in E(S). Let R 
be a 0-minimal right ideal of S containing e. By (vii), 
there exist precisely h distinct nonzero idempotents 
E(R\O):(ei:i=i,2, .. ,h):E in R such that eiej=ej for 
i,j.1,2, •• ,h, and e in E. For each ei in E, there 
exists a 0-minimal left ideal Li such that LiR.S. 
By (vii), every Li contains precisely k nonzero 
idempotents, say ~(Li\O)=(fi 1 ,fi 2 , .. ,fik) for i:1,2, .,h. 

Since LiR-3, it follows that Li contains ei. Hence 
it.is immediate that Lin Lj=(O) if i~j. Thus 

n F= .U E(Li\ 0) contains precisely hk;;n nonzero idempotents 
J.:..l. 

of S, hen?e iwcidentally, it is shown that S contains 
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at least n nonzero idempotents. Since e is in F, 
there exists le in (Li:i=l,2, .. ,h) such that e is in 
Le. By (vii), E(Le\O)e:E(L 8\0). }'rom }'eCSLeCLe, 
it follows that Fe:B(Le\O), and Fe contains precisely 
k nonzero idempotents. 

Setting F*:E(S)\ F, we claim that F*.e:(O). To 
prove this, assume that ge=hfO for some gin F*. 
Let L be a 0-minimal left ideal of S containing g. 
Clearly Lis not a member of (Li:i:1,2, .. ,h), since 
g is in F*. From ge10 in LR, it follows that LR:S 
and RL:Rn L is a group with zero, by Lemma 2.46[1]. 
Hence there exists the identity fin RL, which 
implies that Lis a rr;ember of (Li:i:1,2, .. ,h), 
because of the fact that f is in E(R\O)CF. This is 
a contradiction, and hence we conclude F*.e:(O). 

If one begins with a 0-minimal left ideal L of 
S containing e, then there exist precisely k 0-minimal 
right ideals (Rj :j:1,2, .. ,k) of S such that LRj:S for 
every j:1,2, .. ,k. 

k 
Let E= j~t ( Rj\ 0) , then the cardinality of E is hk:n 
and eE contains precisely h nonzero idempotents such 
that e(E(s)\E):(O) are clear. 

Finally, in order to prove that eE n Fe= ( e), let 
us assume that ( eE n Fe) contains g, a nonzero idempotent 
of S. Let Re be the member of (Rj :j:1,2, .. ,k) 
containing e. It is easy to see that 

eE:E(Re\ 0) and eE n Fe:E(R 8 0) n E(Le\ 0) C (Ren Le)\ O. 
Jy Lemma 2.8, e:g. 
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(viii) implies (i). To show· the existence of a 
primitive idempotent of S\O, let e be a nonzero 
idempotent and let f be any nonzero idempotent of S 
with fe:ef:f. By (viii), fore there exist two 
sets E and F of nonzero idempotents such that 
e(E(S)\E):(O):(:C:(S)\ :l!')e, and eEn Fe:(e). Clearly, f 
is in E, for if not then we would have ef:O. Thus 
f is in i. Similarly, f is in F. Hence fe:ef:f 
lies in (eEn Fe). But, by (viii), eEn Fe:(e); hence 
f:e. Ve conclude e is a nonzero primitive idempotent 
and Sis completely 0-simple. 

Secondly, to show then regularity of the semi-
group S, let a~O be in Sand let R be a 0-minimal 
right ideal of S containing a. Since Sis completely 
0-simple, for R there exists at least one 0-minimal 
left ideal L of S such that RL is a group with zero. 
Let e be the identity of RL. By (viii), fore there 
exist E and F such that eE and Fe contain .. precisely 
hand k nonzero idempotents, respectively. 
Let eE:(ei:i:1,2, .. ,h) and let Pe:(fj :j:1,2, .. ,k). 
From eE CR:eS, it follows that eS:eiS:aS:R for every 
i:1,2, .• ,h. By Lemmas 2.43 and 2.14[1], eia=a holds 
for every i:1,2, .. ,h. By Lemma 2.7, there exists a 
solution x of the equation ax=ei for 
denote by Xi a solution x of ax:ei· 
x1 is in V(a), and X:(xi:i:1,2, •. ,h) 

x in Sei=Li, and 
Then by Lemma 2.6, 
is a set of h 

distinct inverses of a. }'or if Xi=Xj when iij, then 
axi:aXj=ei=ej for i~j. This .is a contradiction in eE. 
Thus XiJXj for i~j. Analogously, we will get a set 
Y:(Yj :j:1,2, .. ,k) of distinct solutions of the equations 
ya = fj from Fe. By Lemma 2.6, we have YCV(a). 
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It is not hard to show that YaX is a set of 
hk:n distinct inverses of a and YaX:V(a). 

Since a is arbitrary in S\O, this completes the 
proof. 

If n:l, then the theorem above takes the same 
form of R. McFadden and iians Schneider's theorem[~, 
except (iv). 

2.3 Brandt coneruences on n regular semigroups 

"A problem of general interest in the algebraic 
theory of semigroups is that of deterffiining those 
congruences p on a semigroup S which have the property 
that the quotient semigroup Sip is some preassigned 
type." is a starting sentence of the paper Brandt 
Congruences on Inverse semin;roups ·, by W. D. I·~unn ~q] . 

Here we give a congruence P on a regular semi-
group S such that S/() is a Brandt semigroup. 

~otice that we do not require that the semigroup 
be an inverse sewigroup; Eunn ~~ does in his paper. 
First of all we shall 5ive the definition of Brandt 
congruence on a semigroup. 

Definition 2.2. A congruence p on a semigroup 
Sis a Brandt congruence if s/p is a Brandt semi-
group. (See: page 158 [1g . ) 

Before establishing a theorem, we shall give 
an example of a congruence () on a regular semigroup 
S which is not an inverse semigroup such that Sip 
is a Brandt semigroup. 
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Example 3. Let G:(a) be a cyclic group of 
order 3 with a generator a. Consider the Rees matrix 
semigroup S:N°(G;I3,I9,P), where 

P = a O 0 
b e 0 
a2 0 0 
0 a 0 
0 0 a2 
0 a 0 
a O 0 
0 0 e2 0 0 a , 

and e is the identity of the group G. 
Define () on S such that x(J y if and only: if V(x):V(y), 
where x and y are in S. Then the relation p on S is 
a congruence relation on S such that S/p is a Brandt 
semigroup. Notice Sis not an inverse semigroup, but 
a regular semigroup. Let a/} be the congruence 
Glass containing a nonzero element a in S. 

If we 
b1:( e )11/J 
b2:(e)12p 
b3.(e)13p 
b4:(e)14p 
b5:(~)15p 
b6:(e)1sp 
b7:(a)13p 
b3:(a)14/J 
b9:(a)1sp 

put 
c1:(e)21f) 
c2:(e)22p 
c3:(e)23p 
c4:(e)24p 
c5:(e)25p 
c6:(e)2sp 
c7:(a)23p 
cs:(a)24p 
c9:(a)2sp 

then we have the following multiplication table of 
elements in S/p • 
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bi.~ :b_, b4 b_5'b6 b-r ba'b9 CJ. c2 c., c4 °5 C6 c7 ca cg d1 d2 d3 d4 CS d6 d7 da d9 
b1 b3b5b7bsb619b1b2b4 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
b2 o o o o o o o o o b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 rr, ba bg o o o o o o o o o 
b 3 b7 bs b1 b2 bg b5 b3 b4 b6 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
b4 o o o o o o o o o b3 b4 1ry ba b61'.X3 b1 b2 b4 o o o o o o o o o 
b5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o b7bsb1 b21'.X3 b5b3b4 b6 
b6 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o b1b2b3b4°h5b6b7bsb9 
b7 b1 ·.-~ :,3 o4 b5 b6 b? bs bg o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
bs o o o o o o o o o b7bs bi. b2 bg b_5 b3 b4 b6 o o o o o o o o o 
b 9 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o b3 b4 'CYf ba b619 b1 ~ b5 
Cl c3c5 °7 CS C6 Cg Cl C2 C4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CJ. ~ c3 c4 CS c6 c7 cs cg O O O O O O O O 0 
c 3 c7 ca c1 c2 cg c5 c3 c4 c6 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O o o 
c 4 0 O O O O O O O O c, c4 c7 ca c0 cg 010204 0 0 0 O O O O O O 
c 5 O O O O o o O O O o O O O O O O O O c7 ca c102 cg c5 c3 G:1-c6 
c 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CJ. c2 c3 04 05 C6 °7 cs c9 
c7 01 02 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 ca 09 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 
cs O O O O O O O O O c7 ca 01 c2 cg a; c_, 04 C6 O O O O O O O O O 
09 0 0 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O c3 c4 c7 ca C6 cg c1 c2 CS 
d1 d3<3:5 d7dad6dgd1d2d4 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
d2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d1 ~ d3 CJ4. d5 d6 d7 da d9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d 3 d7 da d1 d2 dg d5 d3 <l4 d5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d4 o o o o o o o o o d3d4 d7da~ dgd1 d2d4 o o o o o o o o o 
d5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d7 da d1 d2 dg d5 d3 d4, Cl6 
d6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d1d2d3Cl4Cl5d6d7dadg 
d7 d1 d2 d3 Cl4 ~ d6 d7 ds dg o o o o o o o o o u o o o o o o o o o 
d8 o o o o o o o o o d7 de d1 d2 dg ~ d3 d4 '45 o o o o o o o o o 
dg o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o d3 ~ d7d8d6 dgd1 d2 d5 
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From the table we can easily see that every 
nonzero element is completely maximal in s/p and 
every element except zero has precisely one inverse 
element •• E(S/p ):(b7, c2,d6,0) and idempotents 
commute. Since idempotents commute, it is clear 
that every nonzero idempotent of s/p is primitive. 
By ·:21:leorem 3.9 of [1], S/p is a Brandt semigroup. 

Definition 2.3. (i) A congruence() on a semi-
group S with zero is proper if (0) is a p-class 
of S [1~ • 

(ii) Let P be an m x n matrix with entries in 
a group G with zero. Let Pxi:(p 1i,P2i,••,Pmi) be 
the ith column submatrix of P. 
Define the inner product set of two column sub-
matrices Pxi and Pxj by 

m 
(Pxi,Pxj)=k~iPkiPkj). 

(iii) An m x n matrix P over a group G with zero 
is called a column orthogonal matrix if (Pxi,Pxj):(O) 
for every iij. The definition of the row orthogonal 
matrix Pis analogous. Pis orthogonal if Pis row 
and column orthogonal. 

(iv) Let S be a homogeneous n regular semigroup 
with zero. Sis called hn-kn type if and only if 
for every nonzero element a in S there exist precisely 
kn distinct nonzero principal right ideals (Ri:i:1,2, •,lw 
and precisely hn distinct nonzero principal left ideals 
(Lj:j.1,2, .• ,hn) such that Ri and Lj contain hn and 
kn inverses of a, respectively, where hnkn:n. 
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Lemma 2.10. Let S:M0 (G;Ik,Ikn;P) be a homogeneous 
n regular semigroup. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 

(i) Sis n-1 type. 
(ii) For every nonzero element a there exist 

two sets Ea:(ei:i:1,2, .. ,n) and Fa:(f) of idempotents 
in S such that eia:a:af for i:1,2, .. ,n. 

(iii) Every 0-minimal right ideal of S contains 
precisely n nonzero idempotents and every 0-minimal 
left ideal of S contains just one nonzero idempotent 
such that E(Ri)E(Rj):E(Rj)E(Ri)={ 0 if RinRj:(O) 

l?(Ri) otherwise, 
where Ri and Rj are 0-minimal right ideals of S. 

(iv) Pis column orthogonal, jPxil :n and jPjxJ :1 
for every i and j. 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Let a be a nonzero 
element in S, and let V(a):(xi:i:1,2, .• ,n). 
Define fi=xia and ei:axi (i:1,2, •. ,n). We shall show 
that fi=fj for all i,j=l,2, .. ,n. To show this, let us 
assume that fi1fj for iij· Then XiaXi=XjaXi· 
Clearly the nonzero principal left ideal Sxi contains 
two distinct inverses XiaXi and XjaXi of a. This 
contradicts the n.l regularity of s, and hence we 
conclude fi=fj for every i and j. 
Now we claim that ei~ej for every i~j. To prove this, 
let us assume that ei=ej for i1j· Then 

Xi=XiaXi=Xi(axi)=x1ei=Xiej=Xi(axj):(x1a)xj:(f1)xj 

~(fj)Xj:(xja)xj=xj, which contradicts the fact that 

Xi~Xj. Thus (ei:i:1,2, •• ,n) is the set of n distinct 
left units of a. 
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(ii) implies (iii). Suppose that Risa 0-
minimal right ideal of S containing m(in) nonzero 
idempotents (e1:i:l,2, •. ,m). Let a be a nonzero 
element in R. Then we have R:eiS=aS and eia=a 
(i=l,2, •. ,m), By (ii), for a1o, there exists a 
unique set Ea:(fj :j:1,2, .• ,n) of idempotents with 
fja:a. It follows from fja:a that aS:fjS. Hence 
we have R:eiS=fjS and R contains n nonzero idempotents 
Ea. This con~radiction implies that R contains 
precisely n nonzero idempotents. 

Analogously we can show that every 0-minimal 
left ideal L of S contains just one nonzero 
idempotent. 

Finally, in order to show that E(Ri)E(Rj):(O) 
for two distinct 0-minimal right ideals Ri and Rj, 
let us assume that E(Ri)E(Rj );i(O) and Rin Rj:(O). 
Let ef,/:0 for eEE(Ri) and fEE(Rj), Since SefS~(O), 
fSSe:fSe is a group with zero. Let g be the identity 
of the group fSe. Then g takes the form g:fse for 
some sin S. From this we have Sg:Se and gS:fS. 
By (ii), g:e and g E fS:R by the 0-minimali ty of fS. 
Thus we have eE-(Rin Rj) and (Rin Rj)t(O), which is 
a contradiction. Thus we conclude E(Ri)E(Rj):(O) if 
Ri and Rj are distinct 0-minimal right ideals of S. 
By Theorem 2.9, E(Ri) is a right zero semigroup. 

(iii) implies (iv). By Lemma 2,5-(ii) and 
(iii), we have JPxij :n, JPjxJ :1 for every i and j. 
If Pis not column orthogonal, then there exist at 
least two Pxi and Pxj with (Pxi,Pxj)J(O). Let 
PuiPuj~O. Then the cardinality of all nonzero 
entries in Pux is greater than 2. 
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Hence P_must be column orthogonal. 

(iv) implies (i). By Lemma 2.5, every 0-minimal 
right ideal contains precisely n nonzero idempotents, 
and every 0-minimal left ideal contains just one non-
zero idempotent. 
The proof follows from Theorem 2.9-(iv). 

The next condition has appeared on page 156 of 
~cJ . 

Condition 1. If a,b and care elements of S 
such that abc:0 then either ab:O or bc=O· 

We shall use Lemma 2.11 below to prove Theorem 
3.12. 

Lemma 2.11. Let S be a n-1 type regular Rees 
matrix semigroup with zero. 

(i) If S satisfies Condition 1 and aeb:O then 
either ab:O or ae:O, where a,e and bin Sand ee:et,O• 

,ii) If Sis a Brandt semigroup and x, y and e 
are elements of S such that ee:e, xe:yerO, then 
X:Y 8-qJ • 

(iii) If() is a proper congruence on S defined 
by a()b if and only if there exists a set (ei:i:1,2,. 
,n) of nonzero idempotents in S such that aei:bei for 
every i:1,2, .. ,n, then, if e is a nonzero idempotent 
in a 0-minimal right ideal R of S, we have that E(R\O) 
is the (J -class containing e. 

Proof. ( i) Let a,b and e be elements in S 
with ee:e and aeb:O. If a:O there is nothing to prove. 
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Let a~O and let V(a):(xi:i=l,2, .• ,n). Let fi=xia• 
If fi and e lie in the same 0-minimal right ideal, 
then by Lemma 2.10-(iii) we have efi=fi and fie:e. 
For this case, it follows from aeb=(axia)eb:afieb 
:aefieb=O that either ae=O or ef eb:0 by Condition 1. 
In the latter case we have O:efieb:(efi)eb:fieb:eb. 
Consider ab. If b:O, then ab:O. If btO, let 
V(b)=(Yj:j:1,2, .. ,n) and let bYj=gj. Then ab:axiab 
=afib:aefi(byjb)=aefigjb. If figj=O, then ab:O. 
If figj10, then figj=gj• From this ab:aefigjb= 
aegjb:aebyjb:O since eb:O. Hence ab:O. 

If fi and e do not lie in a 0-minimal right 
ideal, then fie:efi:O. Since xia~O, fie=xiae:O 
implies that ae:0 by Condition 1. 
This completes the proof. 

(ii) Since Sis a Brandt semigroup we may 
assume that S:NO(G;I,I,V), where Vis a diagonal 
matrix with all entries 1, the identity of the 
group G. Let x:(a)ij,Y:(b)wc and e:(l)mm· From 
xe:ye10 we have j:m, k:m, i=h and a=b. This gives 
the required result. 

( iii) Suppose that P is a proper congruence 
on S defined by the rule in (iii) above. Let e be 
a nonzero idempotent in a 0-~inimal right ideal R 
and let E(R\e):(ei:i:1,2, .. ,n). If fin E(R\O), 
then eei=ei:fei. Hence E(R\O)C()e , the ()-class 
containing e. 

On the other hand, if we assume that g()e, then 
g belongs to E(eS\O). To do this let us assume 

that gei:eei=ei for every i:1,2, .. ,n. 
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Clearly eigei=ei and ge ~, whence eig belongs to 
"R ( q_\O) • L t f I-' .,_. ~ ~ A' fS C, 0 - ..., e :eig. ~ ... Ol..J.OWS J.rom :eig0 c eiu 
that the idempotent f belongs to n eiS, whence 
eiS=ejS for all i,j:1,2, .. ,n. Hence flies in E(eS\O), 
which implies f:ej for some j, because of the fact 
that E(eS\O):(ei:i:1,2, .. ,n). Thus f:eig=ej· 
Then g:geig:g(eig):gej=ej, which shows that g belongs 
to E(eS\O). This completes the proof of the lemma. 

The next theorem is important. 
Theorem 2.12. Let S:Mo(G;I,V;P) be a n-1 type 

homogeneous n regular serrigroup. 
Define a relation fJ on s\o in such a way that 

a b if and only if there exists a set (ei:i:1,2, .,n) 
of n distinct nonzero idempotents with aei:bei~O for 
every i:1,2, .. ,n. Then f) is an equivalence on S\O. 
If we extend () to S by defining (0) to be a p -class 
on S, then () is a proper Brandt congruence on S. 

Further, if (5 is any congruence on S with the 
property that S/U is a Brandt semigroup, then{) CU. 

Proof. Let a be a fixed nonzero element in S 
and let b be any nonzero element in S such that abJO. 
The existence of b follows from SaS:S. Analogous 
to the result of (ii) in Lemma 2.10, there exists a 
set (ei:i:1,2, .. ,n) of n distinct nonzero idempotents 
such that eib:b for every i:1,2, .. ,n. It follows 
from ab:a(eib):(aei)b that aei~O (i:1,2, .. ,n). 

The symmetric property is immediate from the 
definition. To show that p is transitive, let 
a(Jb and bp c, for a,b and c in S\O. Then there 
exist two sets E:(ei:i:1,2, .. ,n) and F:(fj:j=l,2, .,n) 

of idempotents in S such that ae1:be1~0, bfj:Cfj:O, 
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for every i,j:1,2, .. ,n. Now consider aeifj:(bei)fj• 
Suppose that beifj=O· Then, by Lemma 2.11, either 
bei=e or bfj:O, each of which provides a contradiction. 
Hence beifj~O and eifj~O. This shows that ei and fj 
are in the same 0-minimal right ideal, say R, whence 
eifj:fj• Then 01beifj:b(e1fj):bfj:Cfj and 

Ofbe1fj:(be1)fj:(aei)fj:a(eifj):afj which implies 

af j :cf j ~O and ap c. Hence p is an equivalence on S. 
Now let () be extended to be an equivalence on 

S by defining (0) to be a {)-class. 
Let af)b (a,b in S) and let xES. To show thatP 
is a congruence on S we have to prove that xapxb and 
that ax()bx. If a:b:O these results clearly hold. 
Hence we suppose that there is a set (ei:i:1,2, .. ,n) 
of nonzero idempotents in S such that aei:be1fO for 
every i:1,2, .. ,n. :r"'rom ae1:bei we have aeiX:be1x. 
Consider first the case ae1xiO• Then e1x~O, which 
indicates that ei and x lie in the same 0-minimal right 
ideal of S. For if e1 and x are not contained in the 
same 0-minimal right ideal, assume that e1 E R1, x E Rj 
and Rin Rj:(O), where Ri, Rj are 0-minimal right 
ideals of S. Let f be a nonzero idempotent of Rj, 
then fx-x. From ei~8i (fx)=(eif)x we have eix:0 by 
Lemma 2.10-(iii). Hence we ha.ve shown that e- and c. 

x belong to a 0-minimal right ideal. 
It follows from eiX=X that ax:aeix:be1x:bx and 

ax:bxfO. Choose a set (gk:k:1,2, .• ,n) of n nonzero 
idempotents of S such that xm.c10 for every k. 
By Condition 1, axgk=bXgk¥0 for every k:1,2, .• ,n. 
On the other hand, if aeiX=O, then by Lemma 2.11-(i),· 
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either ax:O or aei:O. But the latter gives a 
contradiction and so ax:O. 

Similarly, bx:O and therefore ax bx. 
Again, since aei:bei we have xaei:xbei for every 
i:1,2, •. ,n. If xaei:O, then by Condition 1, either 
xa:0 or aei:O. But aei~O and so xa:O. Analogously, 
Xb:O. 

If xaei~O then xaei=Xbei¥0•. Consequently we 
have shown that xa/J xb. 

Thus fJ is a congruence on S, and it is evidently 
proper, for if O {J x, then x:O. 

It is clear that Sip is a regular semigroup 
since Sis regular. 

We claim that s/p is an invers.e semigroup. 
It is sufficient to show that idempotents commute in 
S/(). To prove this let us assume A is a nonzero 
idempotent in S/(J • What we want to show is that 
there exists a nonzero idempotent a in S such that 
(J ( a) :A, where /j is the natural homomorphism of S 
onto s/p. For A there exists an element a in S 
with (J (a):A. We proceed to verify that a is a non-
zero idempotent in S. 

Since AA:A we have (5 ( a) {J ( a) =fJ ( a) and 
(J ( aa) = (J ( a) , whence a2(J a. By the definition of 
p there exists a set (hi:i.1,2, .. ,n) of n nonzero 

idempotents of S with a2hi:ahi~O for every i:1,2, •• ,n. 
Thus a2~o. Since Sis n regular there exists the 
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set V(a):(yi:i:1,2, .• ,n) of n inverses of a;;:0 with 
agi=a, where gi=Yia. ~le observe that 
O#ahi:ayjahi:a(gjhi) implies that gjhi~O. By Lemma 
2.10, gj and hi belong to the same 0-minirnal right 
ideal of S, for if gj and hi do not belong to a 0-
minimal right ideal, then gjhi would be zero. 
Since the set of all idempotents of a 0-minimal 
right ideal forms a right zero subsemigroup of S 
we have higj=gj for every i and j. It then follows 
from aa=a(ayja)=a2gj:a2(higj)w(a2hi)gj:(ahi)gj:a(higj) 

:agj:ayja:a that a is a nonzero idempotent of S. 
Thus we have shown that if A is a nonzero 

idempotent in S/() then ther3 exists a nonzero 
idempotent a in S such that () ( a) :A. 

By Lemma 2.11-(iii) for A there exists a 0-minimal 
right ideal Ri of S containing the nonzero idempotent 
a such that {) (a):E(Ri\O), and hence E(Ri\ O):A. 

Similarly, if Bis a nonzero idempotent in S/fJ 
different from A, then there is a 0-minimal right 
ideal Rj different from Ri such that B:E(RfO). 
By Lemma 2.10-(iii), we have E(Ri\ O)E(Rj\ 0):(0): 
E(Rj\ O)E(Rj\ 0). Since () is a proper congruence 
on S we conclude AB:O:BA. Hence any two idempotents 
in s/p commute with each other and s/p is an 
inverse semigroup. 

Now we show that s/p is 0-simple. Let A and X 
be any two nonzero elements in S/() . Let () ( a) :A 
and let (J(x):X for some elements a and x in S. 
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According to Lemma 2. 28[ 1] we have SaS:S from which 
we may assume that x:uav for u, v in S\ 0. From x:uav 
and X:/5 (u)A"() (v) we conclude that s/p is 0-simple. 

Since the product of any two distinct nonzero 
idempotents in S/() is zero, every nonzero idempotent 
is a nonzero primitive idempotent in s/p. 

Thus S/() is a Brandt semigroup with zero. 
Finally, let U be any proper Brandt congruence 

on S. Let a and b be elements in S with ap b. 
By p there exists a set (ei:i:1,2, •. ,n) of n nonzero 
idempotents in S such that aei:bei~O for i:1,2, •. ,n. 
Let cf be the natural homomorphism of S onto S/c[ • 
It follows from aei:beit=O that G(a)u (ei):0 (b)(j (ei) 
~O. Since s/c; _ is a _Brandt semigroup, by Lemma 2.11-
(ii), we have u (a):6 (b), that is, au b. 

What we have shown is that a() b in:plies aU b, 
or equivalently, (Jc-(!. This proves the theorem. 

Remark.a3• If S is a 1-n type regular Rees n:atrix 
semigroup with zero, then define a relation () on S 
such a way that a() b (a, bin S) if and only if there 
exists a set (fi:i:1,2, .. ,n) of n distinct nonzero 
idempotents in S with f1a:fib~O (i:1,2, •• ,n). 
Then () is an equivalence on S. If we extend fJ to 
S by defining (0) to be a () -class on S, then p is 
a proper congruence on S such that S/() is a Brandt 
semigroup. Further, p is the finest such congruence 
, in the sense that if cf is any proper Brandt 
congruence on S then() C 6 . 

If p if a prime number, then every homogeneous 
p regular Rees matrix semigroup S with zero has a 
Brandt congruence() on S. 
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2.4 Partitions of regular semigroups 

In this section we shall consider partitions 
of n regular Rees matrix semigroups by their 
homogeneous regular components. 

The first main result (Theorem 2.14) is that 
a homogeneous regular component S(m) of an regular 
Rees matrix semigroup S with zero is a subsemigroup 
of S with zero if and only if it is a direct union 

of all nonnull hmkm:m type regular components 
S ( hm, km) of S . 

The second significant theorem (Theorem 2.16) 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition that S 
have a semigroup decomposition by its homogeneous 
regular components S(m). 

Definition 2.4. Let S be a regular semigroup 
with zero and let n be a positive integer. 

(i) Sis called n regular if every nonzero 
element a in S has m(2 n) inverses of a. 

(ii) Let s[m] be the set of all elements a in 
S such that the cardinality of V(a) ism. 
s[m] is called the (homogeneous) m regular component 
of S. S(m):S [m JU O is called the (homogeneous) m 
regular component of S with zero. 

(iii) A nonzero element a in Sis said to be 
a hmkm(:m) type regular element if the principal 
right ideal of S generated by a contains precisely 
hm nonzero idempotents, and the principal left 
ideal of S generated by a contains precisely km 
nonzero idempotents with hmk~:m. 
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Lemma 2.13. Let S be an n regular Rees matrix 
semigroup with zero. Let a be hmkm(:m) type regular 
and let b be huku(=u) type regular in S. 
If ab:c~O, then c is a hmku type regular element 
in S. 

Proof. Let a and b be respectively hmkm=m and 
huku:u type regular elements in S. By the definition 
of the hmkm type regular element a, we have that as 
Sa contain hm and km nonzero idempotents of S, 
respectively. Similarly, bS and Sb contain hu and 
ku nonzero idempotents of S, respectively. If ab:c~O, 
then ab lies in (as n Sb), and ab:c is a hmku type 
regular element in 3 since aS:abS and Sb:Sab by 
Lerr,ma 2. 45 1 . 

Definition 2.5. Let r:12.n and.let:S.::be- .. an n 
regular semigroup. 

(i) We denote the set of all hmkm=m type 
regular elements in S by SQ1m,k~. 
Let S(hm,km)=S [nm,k~ U O. · . 
S(hm,km) is called the hmkm:type regular component 
of S, or a simple type component of S. 
Clearly S(hm,km) C S(m). 

(ii) S(m) is called a main component of S if 
S(m) contains a nonzero idempotent of S. 
S(hm,km) is called a main component if it contains 
a nonzero idempotent. 

(iii) Let S be a semigroup with zero and let 
F(S):(Sm: m in H) be a family of subsets of S. 
S :is a direct union of its 0-disjoint subsets Sm in 
F(S) if .S= U ~m, Su __ Sva(O) and Sun Sv:(O) for every u-+v. m~h r 
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TheoreLl 2.14. Let S be an n regular Rees matrix 
semigroup with zero. 

(i) There exists an index set of positive 
integers l'I::(n1,n2, .. ) such that S=U S(ni) 

niEN 

(ii) If a is a hmkm:m type regular element in 
S, then the cardinality of V(a) ism. 

(iii) S(hm,km) is a homogeneous m regular 
subsemigroup of S. 

(iv) S(m) is a subsemigroup of S if and only 
if S(m) is a direct union of 0-disjoint simple type 
m components of S. 

Proof. (i) For every nonzero element a in S 
there exists a component S(m) to which a belongs. 

(ii) By Theorem 2.9, if a is an hmkm=m type 
regular element, then a has precisely m inverses of a. 

(iii) Let S(hm,km) be a sinple type m regular 
component. Let a and b be two arbitrary elements 
in S(hm,km). If ab-0, there is nothing to prove. 
Hence let us assume that ab=c~O. It follows from 
Lemma 2.13 that ab:c is hmkm=m type regular, and 
hence c belongs to S(hm,km). Thus S(hm,km) is a 
subsemigroup of S. By (ii) every nonzero element 
of S(hm,km) has precisely m inverse elements. 
Therefore S(hm,km) is a homogeneous m regular sub-
semigroup of S with zero. 

(iv) If S(m) is simple type, say S(m)~~(hm,km), 
.N . • 

then there is nothing to prove. Let S(m):U S(ht,kili) 
where N> 2 and (h~,k~)f(hfu,k~J for i;fj. i:l 
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Suppose now that S(c) is a subsemigroup with zero. 
Then we shall show that S(h~,ki)S(h~,k~)=(O) and 

S(h~,k~)n S(h~,ki):(O) for every iJj. To avoid the 
notational confucion we clarify that the set 

( ( h~, k~) : i:l, 2, •. , :ii) means that hn:)-cm:m for every i 

and (h~,ki)f(hi,ki) if iJj. 
To prove the foregoing without ambiquity in the 

notation let us assume that S(hm,km) and S(rm,sm) are 
two distinct simple components of S. From (hm,km)f 
( rm, sm), either hm :> rm or hmc:::: rm. Vle may assume 
that hm:;::, rm which causes no loss of generality. 
Then from hmkm-m:rmsm and hm > rm we have km c::: sm. 
Suppose that S(hm,km)S(rm,sm);(o), and pick two non-
elements a in S(hm,km) and bin S(rm,sm) with ab=ciO· 

By Lemma 2.13, c is hmsm type regular. Since hmsmim, 
denoting hmsm:t, c is t(1m) regular and c does not 
lie in S(m). 

What we have shown is thic: a and bare in S(m) 
and ab:c~O, but ab:c does not lie in S(m). Since S(m) 
is a subsemigroup, this contradiction implies that 
S(hm,km)S(rm,sm):(O) as desired. Thus we conclude 
that S(h~,kili)S(h~,k~):(O) for every i~j. 

Conversely, suppose that S(m) is the direct union 
of simple type m regular components of S. To show 
that S(m) is a subsemigroup, let a and b be elements 
of S(m). There are two cases. 

Case 1. a and b belong to the same simple type 
m component. Since every simple type component is a 
subsemigroup, there is nothing to prove in this case. 
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Case 2. a and b lie in two distinct simple 
type~ regular components S(hm,km) and S(rm,sm), 
respectively. By hypothesis, S(hm,km)S(rm,sm):(O) 
implies ab:O. Similarly ba~o. Hence S(m) is a 
subsemigroup of S with zero. 

Definition 2.6. Let s=~O(G ;I,V;P) be n regular. 
(i) The Cartesian product IxV will be called 

the coordinate plane of a semigroup, and an element 
(i,j) in IxV is called a coordinate of the plane IxV. 
(i,j) in IxV is called an m-coordinate if Pxi and Pjx 
contain respectively hm and km nonzero entries of P 
with hrnkm:m. For this case, the coordinate (i,j) is 
called an hmkm(:m) type coordinate of IxV. 
He denote by (IxV)(m) the set of all m coordinates 
(i,j) in IxV. Similarly we define 
(IxV)(hm,km):((i,j) EixV: (i,j) is hmkm=m type). 

(ii) Pji is an m entry of P if the coordinate 
(i,j) is an m coordinate of IxV. Pji is an hmkm:m 
type m entry of P if (i,j) is of type hmkm in IxV. 
F(m):(PjiEP: Pji is an m entry) will be called an 
m component of P if P(rn) is a subarray of P. 
P(hm,km)=(Pji:Pji is hmkm type) will be called a 
simple type component of F if it is a subarray of P. 
We shall use P(hm,km) and P(m) as subarrays of P. 

(iii) S(hm,km) and S(hu,ku) are called a non-
reduced pair if hm~{u=hu!{m, hmkm=m, huku=U and Ufm• 
A nonreduced pair is called non-trivial if one of 
the pair is a main component of S. 
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Remark 4. It is evident that a component P(hm,km) 
is a submatrix of given sandwich matrix P of an n 
regular Rees matrix semigroup with zero. But a 
component P(m) is not a submatrix of P, in general. 
The following example exhibits the idea of the 
definition of an m component P(m) of a sandwich matrix 
P. 

Example 4. Let P= (e 
I e 

0 
0 

matrix over a group G:(e, 
the identity of G. 
Then P(l) = (~ ~ ) 

P(2) = 

rg 0 
0 

a, 

0 
0 

e 0 
a 0 
0 a 
0 0 ~) 

0) with 

P(4): 

0 
0 

o, 

(: 

Clearly P(2) is not a submatrix of P. 

be a sandwich 

where e is 

!) 

Lemma 2.15. Let S be an n regular Rees matrix 
semigroup S:MO(G;I,V;P). 

(i) (g)ij is an / E(R1\0)/ / E(Lj\O)j type regular 
element in S. 

(ii) If (g)ij belongs to S(hm,km), then Gij is 
contained in S(hm,km). Hence S(hm,km)= UG:ij for a 
suitable subset UxJ of VxI. JxU 

(iii) If S(hm,km) includes Gij and Grs, then 
S(hm,km) includes Gis and Grj• 

(iv) If S(hm,km) and S(hu,ku) are a nontrivial 
nonreduced pair, then, denoting t:hmku, S(t) is not 
a subsemigroup of S. 
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S(hm,km)S(hu,ku)=tS(hm,ku) if S(hu,km) is 
a main component, 

(0) otherwise. 
(vi) (g)ij is hmkm type regular if and only 

if (i,j) is an hmkm type coordinate of IxV. 

Proof. ( i) Since ( g) ij belongs to Ri n Lj and 
Sis regular, Ri and Lj are respectively the principal 
right and left ideals generated by (g)ij· Hence it 
is an J E(Ri\O)I J E(Lj\O)j type regular element. 

(ii) Let (g)ij be an element in S(hm,km). Then 
every nonzero element of Gij is of the same type as 
(g)ij by (i). Hence Gij is a subset of S(hm,km) 
because S(hm,km) contains the zero element. 

(iii) Assume that S(hm,km) contains two sets 
Gij and Grs• Consider the set Gis=RinLs. By (i), 
R1 and Ls contain hm and km nonzero idempotents of S. 
Hence a nonzero element (g)is is an hrr.km type regular 
element. By (ii), Gis is contained in S(hm,km). 
The proof for Grj is analogous. 

(iv) Let S(hm,km) and S(hu,ku) be a nontrivial 
nonreduced pair. Then by the definition of the non-
reduced and nontrivial pair, we can assume that mJu, 
hmkuuhukm and one of these components is a main 
component of S. Let S(hm,km) be a main component of 
S. Then S(hm,km) contains a nonzero idempotent. 
Let (PjI)ij be a nonzero idempotent lying in S(hm,km). 
Let Gij c S(hm,km) and let GrsC S(hu,ku). Then we 
have i~r and j~s. For if i:r, then by (i), (g)ij and 
(g 1 )rs are respectively hmkm and hmku type regular, 
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h h h d k l r:,, h 1 h l h • h w ence rt= u an _ m=Ku· 1:nen r:1: m'{m: uKu:u, w ic 
contradicts the fact that ~iu. Likewise, j:s leads 
to a contradiction. Let t:hmku:hukm· Then tim and 
t;6u. For if t:m, then m:hmkm=hmku=hukm, and hence 
km=ku, hm:hu and m:u. The proof for tJu is similar. 

Now consider S(t). 
We shall show that S(t) contains Gis and Grj. 

Since every nonzero element of Grj is an hukm type 
regular element and hukm=t, then Grj is a subset of 
S(t). Similarly, we have that GisCS(t). 

The proof will be concluded when we show that 
there exist two nonzero elements in S(t) such that 
the product of these two elements does not belong to 
S(t). To verify this let g and g' be nonzero group 
elements in G. It follows from (g)rjo(g')is= 
(gpjfg')rsfo that (gpjt&')rs lies in Grs· But, 
since Grs is a subset of S(hu,ku) and S(u)n S(t):(O), 
O~(g)yjo(g')is does not lie in S(t). Thus S(t) is 
not a subsemigroup of S. 

(v) By Lemma 2.13, we have S(hu,km)S(hu,ku) 
S(hm,ku). Let us assume that S(hu,km) is a main 
component of S, that is, S(hu,km) contains a nonzero 
idempotent. Let (g)ij be a nonzero idempotent in 
S(hu,km), then g=P3'i is a nonzero group element of 
G, whence Pji~O. Let (g1) 8 t be arbitrary in S(hm,ku)• 

We shall show that there exist two nonzero 
elements (g 2) 8 j and (g 3)it lying respectively in 
S(hm,km) and S(hu,ku) such that (g2) 8 jo(g3)it=(g1)st· 

Since (g)ij lies in S(hu,km), the minimal right 
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and left ideals Ri and Lj of S contain precisely hu 
and km distinct nonzero idempotents of S, respectively. 
Similarly, it follows from (g1)stE S(hm,ku) that the 
minimal right and left ideals Rs and Lt, respectively 
contain hm and ku nonzero idempotents of S. Then (g2)sj 
is ~an.:.·. hmkru=m type ree;ular element, whence (g2)sj 
belongs to S(hm,km). Analogously, (g3)it is in 
S(hu,ku). 
By explict calculation, if we choose g 2:Pji and g 3:g 1, 
then (g2)sjo(g3)it=(g2Pjig3)st=CPj!Pjigl)st=Cg1)st· 

Thus we have established the first half of the 
equality, that is, S(hm,km)S(hu,ku):S(hm,ku) if 
S(hu,km) is a main component of S. 

Finally, we shall show that if S(hu,km) contains 
no nonzero idempotent then S(hm,km)S(hu,ku):(O). 
Suppose that S(hm,km)S(hu,ku)f(O) and S(hu,km) contains 
no nonzero idempotent. We choose nonzero elements 
(g)sj in S(hm,km) and (J')it in S(hu,ku) such that 
(g)sjo(g')it~O. This implies that Pji~O and that PjI 
is in G. Then (pJi)ij is a nonzero idempotent, and 
it is an hukm type regular element. Hence S(hu,km) 
does contain a nonzero idempotent of S. This 
cor~tradiction proves the desired equli ty above. 

(vi) follows from Definitions 2.4, 2.6 and Lemma 
2. 5.~ ( ii) . 

Remark 5. Notice that there is a one to one 
correspondence between the set F(S)a(S(hm,km) :me: M) 
of all simple type components of Sand the set 
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F(P):(P(hm, km) :mfr~) of all simple type components 
of P. We use the symbol 11r- 11 to indicate this 
correspondence. For example, if Pis a sandwich 
matrix of an n regular Rees matrix semigroup S with 
zero, then we have S(hm,km)r-P(hm,km). 

The following figure helps us to prove Lemma 
2.15-(v). 

--------------] 
P(hu,ku) 

--------------

.,...,(, 1 ) 

.t' r1u, Km 

Figure 1. 

Definition 2.7. If Sis a semigroup with zero 
and if S has a decomposition by its subsemigroups 
(Sm; m EI•:) with zero, then we say that this 
decomposition S: U Sm is a semigroup decom:posi tion if 

mEM 
smn Su:(O) for IDiU in 11i. 

He know that every simple type regular component 
of an n regular Rees matrix semigroup with zero is a 
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subsemigroup with zero and that two distinct simple 
type components are 0-disjoint. 
Thus S has a semigroup decomposition by its simple 
type re 6 ular components. Eence our only interest in 
a semigroup decomposition by its regular components 
is the case for which there is a regular component 
S(m) of S which is not a simple type regular component. 

The next theorem describes about this decompo-
sition. 

Theorem 2.16. Let S be an n regular and completely 
0-simple semigroup. 

(i) S has a semigroup decomposition by its 
homogeneous regular components S(m) if and only if 
every nonnull component S(m) is a direct union of all 
its simple type subcomponents S(hi_,ki), i EN, an index 
set for S (m). 

(ii) S has a semigroup decomposition by its 
homogeneous m regular components S(m) of S if and only 
if there is no nontrivial nonreduced pair in the 
family of all simple type regular components of S. 

Proof. 
2.14-(iv). 

(ii). 

The proof of (i) follows from Theorem 

First assume that S:: U S.(m) is a sernigroup 
mEl'J 

decomposition by its homogeneous regular components 
of S, where N is a suitable index set for S. 
If there is a nontrivial nonreduced pair in the family 
F*(S) of all simple type regular components of S with 
zero, then by Lemma 2.15-(iv) there exists a homogeneous 
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regular component S(t) which is not a subsemigroup 
with zero. Then the decomposition S:U S(m) would 

mEN 
not be a semigroup decomposition. This contradicts 
the assumption. Eence there is no such nontrivial 
nonreduced pair of simple type components. 

Conversely, assume that there is no nontrivial 
nonreduced pair.in the family F*(S) of all simple 
type regular components. Suppose that S:U S(m) is 

mclf 
not a semigroup decomposition of S by its homogeneous 
regular components of S. But it is clear that 
S(m)n S(u):(O) for miu· }:<"'or if S(m) n S(u):1:(0) for 
miu, then choose a nonzero element a irt (S(m)n S(u)). 
From a E S(m), the cardinality of the set V(a) is m, 
but from aES(u), the cardinality of the set V(a) is 
u. This is a contradiction because the cardinality 
of the set V(a) is unique for a fixed element aJO. 

The foregoing indicates that there rr;.ust exists 
at least one component S(m) which is not a subserr.i-
group of s, otherwise, the decomposition S:U S(m) 
would be a semigroup decomposition. 
Suppose that S(m) is not a subsemigroup of S. 
Then there must exist two nonzero elements a and b 
in S(m) such that the product ab:c of the two elements 
does not lie in S(m). Ey Theorem 2.14-(iii) every 
simple type homogeneous regular component is a 
subsemigroup, and hence S(m) is not a simple type 
cor:iponent. Thus we may assume that there exist two 
distinct simple type components S(h~,kffi) and S(h~,ki) 
such that a lies in S(hk,kffi), b lies in S(hi,k~), 
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i i :i :i ( hi l i \ (, ; . j ) hmkn:.=m=h111lcm and m, .cm J = nt';-., t{m. • 

Since ab:c~O, by applying Lemma 2.15-(v), we have 

S(h~,ki)S(h~,ki)=S(hi,k~). 
Clearly cES(h!,k~)cS(t). 
in general. 

Let h~k~-t. 
Notice that S(t)jS(hffi,k~), 

We claim that S(h~,kJ) and s(rJi,k1) are a non-
trivial and nonreduced pair of simple type components. 
To do this, first~we shall~show that S(h~,ki)JS(h~,k!). 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that S (h~,k~) :S (h!,-kffi.). 
Then we have n!k~=hiki. From this we proceed to a 
contradiction. Since h~k~=h~k~, we have 

Then 

,.,.i 
"'"ID 

h i l i m=Kra·r 

kih -r 
and hi:k~.r. 

By substituting kir for hffi. in m, we have 
b i,~i (, i )k (ki) 2 d h:ik:i ,, j )1 j (' :i) 2 ID= •mKm= .Km• r m= m r an ID= l:h tri= s-Cfh • r Ku1= ;_{tl r • 

From this we deduce that k!-k~ and hffi.:hi, whence 

S(hi,k!)~S(h~,ki). T~is contradicts the fact that 

S(h!,kfii)~S(hi,ki). Hence we must infer that 

hi1kJi~hikffi., and hence S ( h!, kfh) JS ( hfh, kfn) . 

Therefore the two simple type components S(hi,k~) 
and S(h~,kffi) are a nonreduced pair. 
Since S(h!,1c!)S(h~,k!h):S(h!,1cfh), by Lemma 2.15-(v), 
S(hi,k~) contains a nonzero idempotent of S, and 
hence it is a nontrivial main component of S. 
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Finally we conclude that S(h!,k~) and S(hi,k~) are a 
pair of nontrivial nonreduced components of S. 
This is a contradiction because we have assumed that 
there is no nontrivial nonreduced pair in the family 
F*(S) of all simple type re8ular components. 
Thus the dec9mposition S:U S(m) is a semigroup 
decomposition by its homogeneous m regular components 
of S. 
This completes the proof. 

2.5 Semigroups with graphs 

Since for every n x n square matrix P over a 
Jroupoid G, we can define a 6raph as shown below, it 
is natural to consider relationships between Rees 
matrix semigroups with zero and their associated 
graphs. 

Let P:(Pij) be any n x n matrix over a group G, 
and consider any n distinct points A1,A2, .. ,An in 
the plane (or in relative general position in space), 
which we call vertices. For every nonzero entry Pij~O 
of the matrix P, we connect the vertex Ai to the 
vertex Aj by means of a path AiAj, which we shall call 
an edge (a loop if i:j) directed from Ai to Aj. 
In this way, with every n x n matrix P can be associated 
a finite directed graph G(P), see Example 4. 

Definition 2.8. (i) A directed graph is strongly 
connected if, for any ordered pair of vertices Ai and - --Aj, there exists a directed path AiAh1 , Ah1Ah2 , •. , 
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hk=J, connecting Ai to Aj. We shall say 

that such a path has len 6th k. 
(ii) Let S:~ 0 (G;In,In;P) be a Rees matrix 

semigroup. Then the graph G(F) is called the associated 
graph of S, or simply it is the graph G(P) of S. 

(iii) Let A be a vertex of a graph G(P). 
The local degree at a vertex A is the:number of edges 
having A as one end point. In a directed graph there 
are two types of edtes at each vertex A. The outgoing 
edges from A and the incoming edges to A. Correspond-
ingly, we have two local degrees: the number ¢(.A) of 
outgoing edges and the number of ¢*(A) of incoming 
edges. 

Example 5. Let p = a e a2 a e 
a 0 0 0 0 
a3 0 0 0 0 
e 0 0 0 0 
a2 0 0 0 0 

be a sandwich matrix of a Rees matrix semigroup 
S:I;:;0 ((a)4;5,5;P). Then S has its associated graph 
G(P). 

Figure 2. 
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Leffima 2.1?. Let G(P) be a graph of a semigroup 
S=E0 (G;In,In;P). 

(i) Then every vertex A of the graph G(P) has 
at most one loop of G(P). Let B be a vertex of the 
graph G(P) and AiB, then there is at most one edge 
E(A,B) from A to B. 

(ii) Sis regular if and only if for every 
vertex A in the graph G(P) of S, ¢(A).¢*(A)21. 

(iii) If the graph G(P) is strongly connected, 
then Sis completely 0-simple. 

(iv) Sis n regular if and only if for every 
vertex A of the graph G(P), ¢(A).¢*(A) 2 n, where n 
is a positive integer. 

(v) Let Aibe a vertex of the graph G(P). 
¢(Aj):m if and only if the ith row of P contains 
exactly m distinct nonzero entries (Pijl,··,Pijm). 

(vi) Let Ai be a vertex of the graph G(P). 
¢*(A1):k if and only if the ith column of P contains 
exactly k nonzero entries. 

(vii) Sis a Brandt se~igroup if and only if 
¢(A):t*(A):l for every vertex A of the graph G(P). 

(viii) Sis a homogeneous m regular semigroup 
if and only if ¢(A).i*(A):m for every vertex A of the 
graph G(P). 

Proof. The proof of (i) is clear. 
(ii) Let P be an n x n sandwich matrix of S. 

Let (A1,A2, .. ,An) be the set of all vertices of the 
graph G(P). Suppose that ¢(Ai) ~l. By Definition of 
¢(Ai), Pix contains at least one nonzero entry and 
vice versa. Analogously, if ¢*(Ai)21, then Pxi 
contains at least one nonzero entry of P and vice versa. 
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Thus Fis regular and Sis completely 0-simple if 
and only if ¢(Ai).¢*(di)2 l for every i:1,2, .. ,n. 

(iii) Let Ai and Aj be two arbitrary distinct 
vertices of the graph G(P) of S. Since G'P) is 
strongly connected there exists at least one 
directed path AiAh1 , Ah1Ah2 , .. ,Ahk-lAhlC' hk:j, 
connecting Ai to Aj. Thus Phk-lhk 7f0, which shows that 
the jth column of P contains a nonzero entry. Since 
j is arbitrary in In, every column of P contains a 
nonzero entry. From the directed path above, we 
have Pihl~O, and. hence every ith row Pix contains at 
least one nonzero entry. Thus Pis regular. 
By Lemma 3' •. 1 and Theorem 3. 3 in [1] , S is completely_ 
0-simple. 
We omit the proof of (iv). 

(v) Let ¢(Ai)=m· Then by the definition of a 
local degree ~(Ai) of the vertex Ai there exist 
vertices (Aj 1 ,Aj 2 , .. ,Ajm) such that every directed 
edge E(Ai,Ajk) for k:1,2, .. ,m, is non-empty. Prom 
the non-empty edge E(A1,Ajk), we have Pijk10 for 
every k:1,2, .. ,m. 

Conversely, if PijkiO then there exists a non-
empty edge E(Ai,Ajk), where Ajk is a vertex of the 
graph G(P). Hence if the ith row of F contains 
exactly m nonzero elements then 0(Ai)=m· 
The proof of the rest is easy. 

Corollary 2.18. A Rees matrix semigroup S: 

M0 (G;In,In;P) is homogeneous m2 regular 
if the directed graph G(P) of the ser:1igroup Sis 
regular of degree m. 
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The proof of the corollary follows from the 
t0finition of re~ular of degree m of a directed 
grant ~l, p.l~ and Lemma 2.17-(viii). 

Corollary 2.18 above gives a sood relationship 
between homogeneous n reiular and Rees matrix 
semigroups and regular directed graphs. 

Problem 3. Per a rectangular matrix which is 
not a square matrix, how one can define a grap~ G 
of a eiven matrix? 

In general, sandwich matrices P of Rees matrix 
semigroups are not square, therefore if we can 
define it in Problem 3; then we will be able to 
establish a considerable number of results for 
Rees matrix seroigroups. 
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3 Rees matrix semigroups over finitely 
generated abelian groups with zero 

From the study of Rees matrix semigroups it seems 
that there would be a considerable number of 
interesting properties of these semigroups depending 
only upon properties of their structure groups G with 
zero. Explicitly, if G has just one proper subgroup 
then does Shave only one proper subsemigroup? The 
answer to this question is negative. 

}The first motivation for this chapter is the 
study of horizontal sections of a rectangular brick 
prism of a Rees matrix semigroup. Before giving the 
formal definition of a prism of a Rees matrix 
semigroup we shall describe the ideas of a rectangular 
(brick) ;~ism of a Rees matrix semigroup and its 
horizontal sections by taking the following simple 
semigroup with zero. 

Let us take a brick as an element of a Rees 
matrix semigroup S=1YIO(G;I2,I4;P) over a cyclic group 
G~(e,a,a2) u O of order 3 with zero. Since S:U Gij 
(i:l,2,j:l,2,3,4) we can build a rectangular brick 
prism with a 2 by 4 rectangular base of eight bricks, 
each of which is counted as the zero ·of the semigroup 
S. Then there are eight vertical sections G-ij=(O, 
(e)ij,(a)ij,(a2)1j) for i=l,2, j:l,2,3,4. It is well 
known 
it is 

that if Gij contains 
a group with zero. 

gt G0 

.b_ 
~ jfV it I I 

a nonzero idempotent then 
1' GO 

~1-~v 
/1 2 3 4 
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No~ define a horizontal section of the prism. 
S(i,I4,g):((g)i1,(g)i2,(g)i3,(g)i4) is a horizontal 
section of the prism (S) of i-g coordinate, where 
g is a nonzero group element in G. For example, 
S(l,I4,e):((e)11,(e)12,(e)13,(e)14) is the horizontal 
of the prism (S), which is in the first row of the 
~)stairs of the prism. See the picture on page 70. 

S(I2,j,g)~((g)1j,(g)2j) is a g-j horizontal 
section of the prism, where g is a nonzero element 
- ·- G. 

Does a horizontal section of the prisn of a 
Rees natrix semigroup with zero form a group with 
zero? 

Does a horizontal section of a prism of a Rees 
rr.atrix semigroup with zero form a subsemigroup? 

For the former question we shall give the 
complete solution in Theorem 3.2. For the latter 
problem we shall have a very interesting result 
in Theorem 3.6. 

Gerard Lallewent and r,fario Petrich [ 4] found 
the equivalent conditions for a 0-rectangular 
Rees matrix semigroup and this comes into our 
general problem in the study of horizontal sections 
of :::,,~pr.isms of Rees matrix semigroups. 
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3.1 ~orizontal sections of the prisms 

We give the formal definition of a prism of a 
Rees matrix semigroup with zero. 

Definition 3.1. Let S:K~(G;I,V;P) be a Rees 
matrix semigroup. 

(i) The cartesian product IxVxG is called the 
coordinate space of the $Bmigroup 3. 

(ii) We identify an element (i,j,g) in IxVxG 
with (g)ij, in other word, (g)ij=(i,J,g). 
Denote (S) the set of all elements (i,j,g) in the 
coordinate space IxVxG piled as a rectangular brick 
prism according to their coordinates in the space 
IxVxG. (S) is called a rectangular prism of the 
semigroup S, or simply a prism of S. 

(iii) We shall use the following notations. 
S(I,j,g):((g)ij:i in I), for a fixed j in V, a fixed 
gin G. S(i,V,g):((g)ij: j in V), S(i,j,~):Glj, 
S(I,j,G):((g)ij; 6 in G, i in I), 
S(I,V,g):((g)ij: i in I, j in V), 
S(i,j ,cf) is c;:.::.led a simple vertical section of (S). 
S(I,j,g) is called a left horizontal section of the 
prism, or a horizontal g-j Gection of (S). 
S(i,V,g) is called a right horizontal section of (S). 
S(I,V,g) is called a horizontal g section of (S). 

The next lemma includes known properties of 
Rees matrix se~igroup loo~ed at from the point of 
view of the prism. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let S:riO(G;I,V;P) and let IIJ22, JvJ22. 
(i) Every simple vertical section S(i,j,G~ is 

either a group with zero or a nilpotent semigroup. 
(ii) S(I,j,G-°) and S(i,V,G 0 ) are left and right 

ideals of S, respectively. 
(iii) Every left(right) horizontal section of 

(S) contains no the identity. 
(iv) A left horizontal section S(I,j,g)U O with 

zero is a subsemigroup with zero if and only '..if.'every 
nonzero. entry of the j th rovr of P is g-1. 

(v) A right horizontal section S(i,V,g) U O with 
zero is a subsemigroup with zero if and only if 
every nonzero entry of the ith column of Pis g-1. 
If every entry of Pxi is g-1, then S(i,V,g) is a 
right zero semigroup. 

(vi) Every horizontal section S(I,V,g)U O with 
zero contains no the identity. 

(vii) A horizontal g-section S(I,V,g)u O with 
zero is a subsemigroup of S if and only if every 
nonzero entry of Pis g-1. If every entry of Pis g-1, 
then S(I,V,g) is an idempotent subsemigroup of S. 

Proof. (i) :_:.;It .$Uffices to show that if Gij 
contains no nonzero idempotent, then it is a nilpotent 
subsemigroup. Let us assume that Gij contains no 
nonzero idempotent. Then Pji=O· It follows fro~ 
Pji=O that GfjGfj:(O). Hence G!j is a zero semigroup. 

( ii) follows from Lj :S (I, j, G-°) and R~:S ( i','V, <f). 
The proof of (iii) is evident. 
(iv) Assurr,e that a left horizontal section 

S(I,j,g)U O with zero is a subsemigroup with zero. 
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Suppose that there is at least one nonzero entry in 
the jth row of the sandwich matrix P, and let it be 
Pjito. Choose (g)hj and (g)ij in S(I,j,g) and 
consider the product (g)hjo(e)ij=(gPjig)hj· By the 

assumption, (gPjig)hj is eQual to (g)hj· This 

implies that Pji=g and g-l=Pji• 

Conversely, if every nonzero entry of the jth 
row of Pis g-1. Then 

(g)hjo(g)kj= f<g)hj if Pjk~o, l O otherwise. 
Hence S (I, j, g) is a subse1:igroup of S with zero. The 
foregoing shows that if every entry of the jth row of 
? is g-1, then S(I,j,g) is a left zero subsemigroup. 

The proof of (v) follows by the dual arg1lffient 
in the proof of (iv). 

(vii) First we assume that S(I,V,g) U O is a 
subsemigroup of S. Let Pij be any nonzero entry of 
a nonzero sandwich matrix P. Choose (g)hi and (g)jk• 
Consider the product (g)hio(g)jk=(gPijg)hk· This 
element must be equal to (g)hk since S(I,V,g)UO is 
a subsemigroup of S with zero. Thus Pij=g-1. This 
proves the necessity of (vii).;. 

If every nonzero entry of Pis g-1, then clearly 
S(I,V,g)(:LO is:_a·,subsemigpoup of S. 

If every entry of Pis g-1, then S(I,V,g) is an 
idempotent semigroup without zero. 
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3.2 Subgroups of a Rees matrix semigroup 

The next theoreffi is funda~ental in a study of 
subgroups of Rees matrix semigroups. 

Theorem 3.2. In a Rees matrix serr.igroup S: 
K0 (G;I,V;P) there are two types of subgroups. 

(i) S(i,j,G):Gij with E(Gij)~O. 
(ii) A subgroup of the group Gij. 

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of S. Then H contains 
the identity e. Let e:(Pj!)ij· Assume that H\e is 
not empty. Choose a nonzero elerr,ent a in E \ e. Let 
a:(g)hk· From ae:a:ea, we have 

(g)h~i;:o(p3"1Jij=(g)hk=(P3"i)ijo(g)hk, which implies 
that j:k and i:h. Renee a:(g)hk=(g)ij, and a belongs 
to Gij· Since a is an arbitrary element of H, it 
follows that His a subset of Gij, and hence Eis a 
subgroup of Gij· If H:(e), it is a single element 
group. This co~pletes the proof. 

By Theorem 3.2 the hereditary properties of a 
Rees matrix semigroup K0 (G;I,V;P) from a structure 
group.Gare clear in some point of view. In other 
words,· . .-0 :we::must not try to seek subgroups or 
subgroups with zero of a Rees matrix semigroup since 
there are two types of subgroups of a Rees matrix 
semigroup, one is a form Gij, and the other is a 
subgroup of a group Gij· 
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3.3 Subsemi 6roups of Rees matrix semigroups 

Since all possible types of subgroups of a Rees 
matrix semieroup are known by Theore~ 3.2, therefore 
we shall study mainly subsemigroups of Rees matrix 
semigroups with zero. 

Among sections S(I,j,g), S(i,V,g), S(i,j,&~, 
S(I,j,G°), S(i,V,~),and S(I,V,g), we know that S(i,j,G 0), 

S(I,j,G>) and S(i,V,(P) are respectively a sub 6roup with 
zero or a nilpotent subsemigroup, left and right 
ideals of S. By Lemma 3.1, 3(I,j,g)U O, S(i,V,g)U 0 
and S(I,V,g)U Oare subsecigroups of S if and only if 
every nonzero entry of the jth column, every nonzero 
entry of the ith row and every nonzero entry of P 
are g-1 , respectively. 

We need more definitions to extend our study of 
various subsemigroups of a semigroup. 

Definition 3.2. Let S:M0 (G;I,V;P). 
(i) Define S(i,Vxcf):((g)ij :j EV,g ~G0, (g)ij= 

(g')ij implies g=g') for a fixed i, and it is called 
a mixed X=i horizontal section of the prism (S). 

(ii) Let S(IxCP,j)=((g)ij: i GI, g eG 0, (g)ij= 
(g• )ij. implies g:g'), S(IxVxe?):( (g)ij: i EI, j EV, 
gE.G0, (g)ij=(g')ij implies g:g•). S(IxVxGP) is called 
a horizontal section of the prism (S). 

The mixed horizontal section S(i,Vx~) corresponds 
to S(i,V,g) in Definition 3.1. S(IxG~j) and S(IxVxif) 
are corresponding sets S(I,j,g) and S(I,V,g), 
respectively. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let S:NO(G;I,V;P). 
(i) For every i in I, there exists a mixed 

horizontal section S(i,Vx~) of the prism such that 
S(i,Vx~) U O is a subsemigroup of S. If the ith 
column of the sandwich matrix P contains no zero 
entry, then there exists a unique horizontal section, 
which is a subsemieroup of S. This is the case, it 
is a right zero semigroup. 

(ii) For every j in V, there exists a ffiixed 
horizon~al section S(Ix~j) of the prism such that 
S(IxG~j)UO is a subsemigroup of S. If the jth row 
of P contains no zero entry, then S(IxG~j) is a 
unique left zero semigroup. 

Proof. (i) Let Pxi=(Pai,Pbi, ... ) be the ith 
column of P. Define a set S(i,Vx~) of all elements 
of the forms (g)ij defined by the following: 

(g)ij = ~ (Pji)ij if PjifO l (g)ij if Pji=O for every j in v, 
where g is a nonzero element of G. To show that OU 
S(i,Vx~ is a subsemigroup with zero, consider the 
product of any two nonzero elements (g')ic and (g' ')id 

(g')ico(g' ')id= (g'Pcig' ')id=(g' ')id if Pci~O, 
in S(i,Vx~), { 

0 otherwise. 
Hence S(i,Vx~) U O is a subsemigroup with zero and the 
cardinal number of the set S(i,Vx~) is equal to the 
cardinal number of the set V. 
Consider the case for which the ith column of P 
contains no zero entry. 
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If ·we define a set S(i,VxG):((:p"j3)ij: PjiE.Pxi), then 
S(i,VxG)U O forms a subsemigroup of S with zero. 

To show the uniqueness of such a mixed x:i 
horizontal section, let us suppose that K is a mixed 
X:i horizontal section of the prism (S) such that K 

is a subsemigroup without zero and XfS(i,VxG). Let 
a: ( g) i c be in K \ S ( i , V X G ) • Then ( g) i c O ( g ) i c: ( gp c i g ) i c 
belongs to K. Since K is a semigroup without zero, 
we have (gPcig)icfO and hence PcipO. Since 
((g)ic,(gPcig)ic)CK, C,;)ic:(gPcig)ic and g:Pci• 
Then a::(g)ic=(P;I)ic, which shows that a belongs to 
S(i,VxG), contrary to a E~(\S(i,VxG). Eence 
S(i,VxG) is a unique subsemigroup of S without zero. 

The dual argument to the foregoing can be 
proved ( ii) • 

Now consider subsemi,;roups of a structure group 
G of a Rees filatrix semi 6roup S. If the structure 
~roup G is finite order, then every subsemigroup of G is 
a subgroup of G. If G contains an ele~ent a of order 
zero, then there is a subsemigroup of G which is not 
a subgroup of G. Tn(a) ... (an-r-1.;1::l, 2, •. ) for n 21, is 
such a one. 

A semigroup is called monogenic if it has a 
generating set consisting of a single ele~ent[5, p.10~. 

The next lem~a tells us that if K is a subsemi-
group of S, then K is a union of monogenic subsemi-
groups and zero subsemigroups of S. 
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A semigroup K is said to be a zero semigroup if 
KK: ( 0 ) [} , p • 4] • 

Lemma 3.4. Let S=M0 (G;I,V;P). 
(i) If a in Sis a nilpotent element of order 

finite, then aa:O. 
(ii) If K is a subsemigroup of S, then K is a 

union of monogenic subsemigroups of groups and zero 
su9semigroups of S. 

];'roof. ( i) Assume that a~O and am:O for m;::, 1. 
Putting a:(g)ij' we have (g)ijo(g)ijo ..• o(g)ij=O 
which implies that Pji=O· Hence aa:O. 

(ii) Let K be a subsemigroup of Sand let a: 
(g)ij be a nonzero ele~ent of K. Consider am= 

((g)iJ)m-2o((g)ijo(g)ij)=((g)ij)m-2o(gpjig)ij 

- { ( ( rrp . . ) m-lg. ) · · if p · · .I.Q 
- 0 J1 1J Ji,' 

0 otherwise. 
If am:o, then a2:0 by (i), and hence GijGij=(O). 
J?or this case, define Kij=(X n Gij), then Kij is a 
subsemigroup of the zero semigroup Gij• 
If amfo, T1(a) is a monogenic subsemigroup of the 
group Gfj without zero. Define 

K1 (a) .. { Kij =(Kn Gij) if a2:o, for a in K, a E Gij, 
T1(a) otherwise. 

Then K: U K1(a), which proves (ii). 
aEK 

We conclude this section by exhibiting three 
examples. 
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Example  6.  Let S:~O(G;I,V;P). 

If  four  nonzero  entries Pij,Pim,Pkm and Pkj 

of P ~~  subjected  to a condition PI}PimP~~Pkj=e, 

where e is  the  identity  of  the  structure  group G. 

Then K1:((pI5)j1,(PI5)mi,(Pk5)rrJ,;:,(PfJ)jk) is a 
subsemigroup  of S without zero. 

A multiplication  table  of  the  semigroup K1 is  the 

f 11 .  L t  ( -1) , .-.,-1) ( -1) d o owing. e a= PiJ ji,~=,~kJ jk,c= Pkm mk an 

d::(pii)mi• 
a, b C a. 

a., a·:: b b a 
b a b b a 
C d C  C d 
d d C C d 

Ii Pij=O, Pim#O, Pk~/OfPkj are  entries  of P, 

then K2:((Pim)mi,(Pkm)rr~,(Pkj)jk,(PkjPkmPim)ji,O) is 

a subsemigroup of S with  zero. 

A multiplication  table  of K2,if we  write a:(pi~)mi, 

1 1 -1  -1 
b:(Pkm)mk, c:(Pkj)jk, and d:::(PkjPkmPim) ,  is  the 

following. 

a b C d 0 
a a b 0 0 0 
b a b b a  0 
C d C C d 0 
d d C 0  0  0 
0 0  0  0  0  0 

If Pij=O, PimjO, Pkm=O and PkjfO are  entries  of 

P,  then K3:((p~})jk,(Pi~)m 1,o) is  a  subsemigroup  with 

zero. 
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3.4 The g-cellular sandwich matrices 

Problem (A). Under what condition on S, does a 
horizontal section S(IxVx~) of a prism of a Rees 
matrix semigroup S:K 0 (G;I,V;P) form a subsemigroup? 

The answer to the problem (A) is made in 
Lemma 40-(vii); that is, if every nonzero entry of a 
sandwich matrix Pis equal to a nonzero group element 
g of a structure group G of a Rees matrix se~igroup S, 
then S ( IxV, g-1) U O is a subsemigroup of S with zero. 

We shall give the second answer to the problem 
(A) imposed above in Theorem 3.5. 

Problem (:B). Under Hhat condition on S, does 
a union of 0-disjoint horizontal section S(IxVx~) of 
the pri$m of a Rees matrix semigroup S:M0 (G;I,V;P) 
form a subsemigroup? 

T.fo shall have a very interesting solution 
(Theorem 3.6) to the problem (B). 

Definition 3.3. (i) A semigroup S with zero 
is said to be 0-rectangular if it haG the property 
that all the products at the vertices of a closed 
polygonal line (with a finite number of vertices) of 
the multiplication table are all but one equal to a 
nonzero element m and the remaining product is not 
zero, then it is also equal to ml 4]. 

(ii) If four coordinates of four entries of P 
are four vertices of a rectangle in the coordinate 
plane IxV, then these four entries are called 
rectangular four entries in P, where Pis a sandwich 
matrix of a Rees matrix semigroup ~ 0 (G;I,V;P). 
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(iii) Rectangular four entries in Pare called 
cellular four entries in P if four coordinates of 
these are vertices of a minimal rectangle in the 
coordinate plane. 

(iv) A sandwich oatrix Pis called an e-
rectangular matrix if (1) P contains no zero entry 
and (2) every rectangular four entries Pij,Pim,Pum 
and Puj satisfy the condition PI}.PimP~Puj=e, where 
e is the identity of the group G. 

(v) A sandwich matrix Pis called a g-cellular 
matrix if (1) P contains no zero entry and (2) every 
cellular four 
the condition 
group element 

entries Pij,Pim, Pum and Puj 
-1 -1 , . PijPimPumPuj=g, wnere g is a 

in G. 

satisfy 
nonzero 

The next theorem includes known properties 
@, Theorem~ of Rees matrix semigroups looked 

at from the point of view of the prism. 

Theorem 3.5. If Pis an a-rectangular sandwich 
matrix of a Rees matrix semigroup S:r•lO(G;I,V;P), s.nd 
e is the identity of the structure group G. Then 

(i) I11o(G;I,V;P 1 ) is isomorphic withs, where P' 
is a VxI sandwich matrix with all entries e. 

(ii) Sis rectangular. 
(iii) S has a subsemigroup S(IxVxG) intersecting 

each H-class of Sin exactly one element. 
Proof. (i) Let P:(Pvu). Pick a coordinate 

(i,j) in IxV. Choose rectangular four entries Pji' 
Pjk,Puk and Pui, where i and j are fixed. 
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3y "'che definition of' a e-rectangular sandwich matrix 
, we have Pj!PjkPutcPui=e, and hence Pu1r=PuiPjiPjk' 
for every u in V, and every kin I. 
Then we have 

p,.. 
r : 

. 

l : 
-1· 

Pj-liPjiPji-2 

Pji-2 
-1 

Pj-liPjiPji-2 

-1· ·-1 . 
Pj-lipjipji-1 pj-li pj-lipjipji-1" 

Pji-1 Pji Pji-1" 
-1 -1 

Pj-liPjiPji-1 Pj-li Pj-liPjiPji-1" 

Take two diagonal VxV and IxI matrices A and B 

r 
. 0 A= -1 

PjiP j-li 
I e 
i -1 

I pjiPj-li 
0 

B::. ( 
-1 0 1 Pji-1 _, 

Pj i ., 
Pft-1 0 

and then APB: r . 
' . . 
I . e e e e e e . 
l : e e e e e. e 
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By Theorem 3.6 in [1], the proof follows. 
(ii) By (i), we have that rv:0 (G;I,V;P) is 

isonorphic with }~o ( G; I, V ;APE) :S', where APB is given 
on page 83. Hence we shall prove (ii) in S' in the 
case of four vertices of a closed polygonal line 
of the multiplication table. 

Let a,b,x and y be elements of the semigroup S' 
and let four elements ax, ay, bx and by are at the 
vertices of a rectangle in the multiplication table 
Of SI• X 

a ax ay 
b bx by. 

Assume that any three are equal tom, say ax:ay:by:m. 
Then we shall show that bx:m. Let m:(g)ij• 
::le may assume that a:(g1)ih,b=C?;2)n;:,x:(g3) 6 j and 
Y:(g4)tj· From ax:by:ay:m, 

ax:(g1) iho{.g3) sj=(g1P11Sg3) ij=(g) ij' 
by:(g2)iko(g4)tj=(g2Pktg4)1j=(g)ij and 
ay:(g1)iho(g4)tj=(g1Phtg4)ij=(g)ij 

we have g:g1g3:g 1g4:g 2g4 , and hence g 1:g 2 and g 3:g 4 • 

Thus bx:(g2)iko(g3)sj=(g2Pksg3)1j:(g2g3)ij=(g2g4)ij= 
(g)ij=ill• 
The proof of (ii) for the general case is analogous. 

(iii) Define a horizontal section of the prism 
S(IxVxG):((PIJ)ji=Pij is an entry of F). It is 
easy to show that S(IxVxG) is a subsenigroup of S. 
By the definition of S(IxVxG), S(IxVxG) intersects 
H-class of Sin exactly one element. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
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Definition 3.4. Let 3:~ 0 (G;I,V;P). 
(i) Let V:(vi:i:1,2, .• ,n) be a set of vertices 

of a closed polygonal line Q of the multiplication 
table of the semigroup S. We denote by R:(i2,i3, .• 
. in) a permutation on the set of integers (2,3, .,n), 
and (i2,i3, .. ,in)=R shall be called a path of Q. 

(ii) Define a product T(R):v1vi 2 ... vinvl. 
Define a path number Z(R) of a closed polygonal line 
Qin a multiplication table with a vertex set V:(vi: 
i:1,2, .• ,n) of a polygone of the~ by the following 
way that, for a product T((i1,i2, .. ,in)):(a1)J· k o 

1 1 
(a2)j2k2°···°Can)jnkno(a1)j1k1, 
z ( ( i2, i 3, . , in) ) =z ( R) = ( k 1 -1) ( j 2-l) + ( k2-l) ( j 3-l) +-••• 
. . +(kn-1) (j1-l), 
where vi:(ai)jiki· 

(iii) A Rees matrix sernicroup S with zero is said 
to beg-polygonal if every product T((i2,i3, .,in)): 
v:vi 2 .. vinvl of n+l vertices (vi:i=l,2,.,n) with a 
path R=(i2,i3, .. ,in), and with the first and the last 
factors v1, of a closed polygonal line Q( with a finite 
number of vertices) of the multiplication table, is 
a function of the path number Z{R) defined above. 

Theorem 3.6. Let P be a g-cellular matrix of a 
Rees matrix semigroup S~~ 0 (G;In,Im;F) over a finitely 
generated abelian group with zero. Let g be a nonzero 
element of the group G of order m, where mis a 
positive integer greater than 1. Let g-l=q· 

(i) S ~ 1vP(G;In,Im;P'), where P' is given by 
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e 

e 

e e 

q q2 . 
q2 q4 . 

• C • 

e 
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• e 

. qn-1 
• q2(n-l) 
. . 

.q(m-1) (n-1) 

. (ii) K:((gUPj!)ij: iEin, j Eim, u=l,2, •• ,m-1) 
is a subsemigroup of Sand it is a union of m 
horizontal section S(In x Im x G). 

(iii) Sis g-polygonal. 

Proof. (i) Let P=(Pij). We shall show that 

By the definition of a cellular matrix P, it follows 
from PiiP12P~~P21:g that P22=P21PiiP12q. Kotice that 
G is abelian. Let v be a fixed positive integer such 
that 4 < v:s:. m-l-n. Assume that Phk=PhlP1±P1kq (h-1) (k-1), 

for every h-;-k sv. Since P is cellular, we have 

-1 . -Ph I.,. .· 1 ~ t' . - KP1:1.:.1k+lPhk+lPh1<:=g, Irom n1.s 

Phk-+l =Phkph~lkph-llc+l q:Ph1P1f P1k c;_(h-l) (k-l) (Ph-11 • 

Pif Plkq~h- 2) (k-l) )-l (Ph-llPliPlk+l q(h- 2) (k)) q.: 

=Ph1Pi}P1k+lq(h-l){k-l)-(h-2)(k-l)+(h-2)k+l 

=PhlPi!P1k+lq(h-l)k · 
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Thus we have proved that P takes the form indicated 
above by inductic~. 
Now choose two diagonal Im x Im and In x In mat~ices 

V = e 

0 l 
0 

and U: rP1! l p-1 0 · 12p-l 
13 . 

0 
-1 J P1n 

Then VPU: I 
1e e e e 

e q_ q_ qn-1 

e qm-1 q2(m-l) q(m-l)(n-1) 
Ey Theorem 3.6[1], we have that Sis isomorphic with 
M0 (G;In,Im;P'), where P':VPU. 

(ii) Let K:((gupil) 1j: i in In, j in Im, U=l,2, 
, .. ,m). Then it is easy to check that K is a sub-
semigroup of S. Since g is an element of order m 
in the group G, for each coordinate (i,j) in In x Im, 
the set K has precisely m elements. Thus K is a 
union of m distinct horizontal sections S(In x Im x G). 
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(iii) Let V=((ai)hiki:i:1,2, .. ,n) be a set of 
n vertices of a polygonal line in a multiplication 
table of the semisroup S. 
Let R1:(h2k2,••,hnkn) be a path of the polygonal 
line Q. Then T(R1)=T((h2k2, .. ,hnkn)): 

= ( a1 )111 k1 o (a2 )h2k2 o .••. o (an)hnkn o ( a1 )h1k1 

=<a1a2 ···~al (pjj)nPi,{ 11Fk 21 · ·P:'(nlPlh1Plh2 • ·Plhn · 
q(k1-l)(h2-l)+ .•... +(kn-l)(h1-l)), 1 n1.c1 
=(mqZ(R1) )h1k1, 

, ( -1 )n wnere Il'.:::-a1 a2 ··an a1 P11 P,c11Pit21 · · P1ten1Plh1 Plh2 · • Plhn • 
Let Ri~(s2t2,··,sntn) be an arbitrary path on 

(h2k2, · ·, hnkn) • 

Consider T(Ri)=(a1)h 1k 1 o(b2) 82t 2 .. o(bn)sntno(a1)h1k1 

~(a1a1b2b3 .. bnPk 1s 2Pt 2s 3 ··Ptnh 1 )h1k 1 
:(a1a1a2···an(Pi!)nPk1lPt2l··PtnlPl h1·Plsnq •... )h 1k 1 

-1) ( ) . =< al al a2 · • a.n CP11:. nPk 11Pk2l · ·Pknlplh1 · ·P1hn q k1-l ~ 

(s2-l)+(t2-l)(s3-l)+ .. +(tn-l)(h1-l)}hikl· 

Since (si,ti):(hj,kj) for sone j:2,3, •• ,n, for each i. 

Thus 1'."e.have T(Ri):(mq_Z(Ri))h 1k1 . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
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.Abstract 

Rees matrix semigroups over special structure 

groups with zero 

by Jin Bai Kiw 

Let S be a semigroup with zero and let a S\O. 

Denote by V(a) the set of all inverses of a, that is, 

V(a):(xES: axa:a, xax:x). Let n be a fixed positive 

integer. A semigroup S with zero is said to be 

homogeneous n regular if the cardinal number of the set 

V(a) of all inverses of a is n for every nonzero element 

a in S. Let T be a subset of S. Ue denote by 3(T) the 

set of all idempotents of Sin T. 

The next theorem is a generalization of R. McFadden 

and Hans Schneider's theore~ [1] • 

Theorem 1. Let S be a 0-simple semigroup and let 

n be a fixed positive integer. Then the following are 

equivalent. 

(i) Sis a homogeneous n regular and completely 0-simple 

semigroup. 

(ii) For every aJO in S there exist precisely n distinct 

nonzero elements (xi)igl such that axia=a for i:1,2, •• ,n 

and for all c, din S cdc:c~O implies dcd:d. 

(iii) For every a~O in S there exist precisely h distinct 
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nonzero idempotents (ei)i~l=Ea and k distinct nonzero 

idempotents (fj)j~l=Fa such that eia:a:afj for i:1,2, • 

• . , h, j :1, 2, .• , k, hk:n, Ea contains every nonzero 

idempotent which is a left unit of a, Fa contains 

every nonzero idempotent which is a right unit of a 

and Ean Fa contains at ::-zt one element. 

(iv) ?or every a~O in S there exist precisely k 

nonzero principal right ideals (Ri)i~l and h nonzero 

principal left ideals (Lj)j~l such that Ri and Lj 

contain hand k inverses of a, respectively, every 

inverse of a is contai~ed in a suitable set Rin Lj 

for i:1,2, •• ,k, j:1,2, .• ,h, and Rin Lj contains at most 

one nonzero idempotent, where hk:n. 

(v) Every nonzero principal right ideal R contains 

precisely h nonzero idempotents and every nonzero 

principal left ideal L contains precisely k nonzero 

idempotents such that hk:n, and RnL contains at most 

one nonzero idempotent. 

(vi) Sis completely 0-simple. For every 0-minimal 

right ideal R there exist precisely h 0-minimal left 

ideals (Li)i~l and for every 0-minimal left ideal L 

there exist precisely k 0-minimal right ideals (Rj)j~l 

such that LRj=LiR=S, for every i:1,2, .,h, j=l,2, •• ,k, 

where hk:n. 
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(vii) Sis cc~pletely 0-sifilple. Every 0-minimal right 

ideal R of Sis the union of a right group with zero GO, 

a union of h disjoint groups except ... ~,.;;:;-o, and a zero 

subsemigroup Z uhich annihilates the right ideal Ron 

the left and every 0-rainimal left ideal L of Sis the 

union of a left group with zero G1 0, a union of k 

disjoint groups except zero, and a zero subsemigroup Z' 

which annihilates the left ideal Lon the right and hk:n. 

(viii) S contains at least n nonzero distinct idempo-

tents, and for every nonzero idempotent e there exists 

a set E of n distinct nonzero idempotents of S such 

that eE is a right zero subsemigroup of S containing 

precisely h nonzero idempotents, Ee is a left zero 

subsemigroup of S containing precisely k nonzero 

idempotents of S, e(E(S)\E):(O):(E(S)\E) e, and eE n Ee: 

(e), where hk:n. 

Sis said to be h-k type if every nonzero principal 

left ideal of S contains precisely k nonzero idercpotents 

and every nonzero principal right ideal of S contains 

precisely h nonzero idempotents of S. 

W. D. IV:unn defined the Brandt congruence [ 2] • 

A congruence p on a sernigroup S with zero is called a 

Brandt congruence if s/p is a Brandt semigrouJ. 
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Theorem 2. Let S be a 1-n type homogeneous n 

regular and complete:y 0-siwple semigroup. Define a 

relation () on S in such a way that apb if and only 

if there exists a set (ei)i~l of n distinct nonzero 

idempotents such that eia=eib~O, for every i:1,2, .,n. 

Then () is an equivalence on S\O. If we extend p 
on S by defining (O) to be a ()-class on S, then p 
is a proper Brandt congruence on S. Furthermore, if 

(f is any proper Brandt congruence on S, then pc cf • 

Let Pu(pij) be any n x n matrix over a group with 

zero G0 , and consider any n distinct points A1,A2, ., 

An in the plane, which we shall call vertices. For 

every nonzero entry Pij~O of the matrix P, we connect 

the ver;ex Ai to the vertex Aj by means of a path AiAj, 

which we shall call an edge ( a loop if i:j) directed 

from Ai to Aj. In this way, with every n x n matrix P 

can be associated a finite directed graph G(P). 

Let S:l'.'·1°(G;In,In;P) be a Rees matrix semigroup. 

Then the graph G(P) is called the associated graph of 

the semigroup S, or simply it is the graph G(P) of S. 

Theorem 3. A Rees matrix semigroup S:MO(G;In,In;P) 

is homogeneous m2 regular if the directed graph G(P) of 

the semigroup Sis regular of degree m [3, p. 11] • 
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